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Abstract

Vacuum Electron Devices (VEDs) find numerous applications due to their inherent

merits, such as unmatchable output power, ruggedness, higher gain, and less heat

generation at the junction in comparison to its solid-state counterparts. Traditional

VEDs using a linear electron beam suffer from a severe decrease in power level as

the operating frequency increases. The issues like unwanted reflection from the in-

teraction structure, and, beam-wall interception become more predominant in sub-

THz and THz frequency range. The magnetic focusing and cooling become more

stringent at elevated frequency range. Therefore, various beam wave interaction

mechanism is being explored by the researchers to develop highly efficient, pow-

erful mm-wave, sub-THz, and THz radiation sources to tackle the above problem.

Efforts are being made to design and develop novel interaction structures, efficient

multi stage depressed collector, and high electron density electron gun etc. This

thesis reports the study and design of a highly efficient medium power gyrotron

for material processing application. The key subsystems of the gyrotron, such as,

Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG), cavity, depressed collector and magnet system

are studied. Two dimensional and three dimensional electro-magneto static simula-

tions are carried out to optimize a MIG with minimum velocity spread. The output

power of the gyrotron is obtained by using single mode time dependent approach.

Particle-in-cell simulation is carried out to calculate and optimize various output

parameters of the device. The mode competition in gyrotron is predominant as the

device makes use of an over-moded interaction structure. An innovative interaction

cavity is introduced to eliminate mode competitions for the operating TE02 mode.

A three-staged depressed collector is employed to realize a high efficiency.
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The thesis also reports study and design of wide-band sine waveguide (SWG) trav-

elling wave tubes (TWT) at 0.22 THz and 0.65 THz. Various cold parameters are

evaluated and optimized for a width modulated two-section SWG structure to ob-

tain higher value of interaction impedance in comparison to conventional SWG

structure. Higher gain per unit length is obtained in comparison to the other TWT’s

designed in this frequency band. The interaction structure is designed in two sec-

tions to reduce the reflection of RF power at the input coupler.

A truncated SWG structure is considered for 0.65 THz. The interaction impedance

is evaluated at various points of beam tunnel area to choose rectangular beam of

suitable aspect ratio.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The modern era of human civilization demands a bit excessive microwave power and fre-

quency for various civilian and strategic applications [1]- [9], such as, high-resolution imaging,

spectroscopy, RADAR, remote sensing, space observation, high-speed data communications,

electron cyclotron resonance heating [10] and processing of advanced materials [11]- [14]. The

solid-state devices with group III–V semiconductors can produce only few hundred mWs of

power in mm-wave band, which are inadequate for practical applications [15]- [16]. On the

other hand, Vacuum Electron Devices VEDs can conveniently expands it horizon of both power

and frequency either by changing the operation mechanism or by employing advance interac-

tion structure. Vacuum electron Devices (VEDs) [17]- [18] utilize convection current generated

by using a DC power source in vacuum atmosphere to generate or amplify RF power. There

are various types of VED, such as, triodes, linear beam tubes, backward wave devices, cross

field devices and gyro devices. A VED consists of an electron gun, an interaction structure,

a magnetic focussing system, RF input and output couplers, and a collector [18]. The elec-

tron gun produces electron beam with desired shape and current density. The electron beam

is injected into the interaction structure. The interaction structure may either be a slow wave

structure (SWS) or a fast wave structure (FWS) depending on the operation mechanism. The

magnetic focussing system focuses the electron beam, allowing it to travel in a desirable man-

ner through the interaction structure. RF power of the appropriate frequency is injected through

the input coupler onto the interaction structure for the case of an amplifier. The output coupler

collects the RF power output. However, there is no RF input for vacuum electron RF sources.

The electron beam in Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) is generated to travel with the RF signal

at similar speed to have an interaction between them. The amplification in the RF signal takes

place due to the energy transfer from the electron beam to the electromagnetic wave. As the

name suggest, the role of collector is to collect the spent electron beam efficiently and dissi-

pating the remaining energy. Gyrotron [19]- [21] is a cross field microwave tube which comes

under fast wave vacuum electron tubes family. It is a high power, millimetre wave source capa-
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ble of producing MW level power from centimetre wave to THz frequency range. The output

power of mm wave gyrotron can be two to three order higher than linear beam tubes. Gy-

rotron employs a truncated conical cathode and a hollow cylindrical anode to produce hollow

spiralling electron beam which travels through an open-ended waveguide cavity emerged in a

strong magnetic field for beam–wave interaction. An applied magnetic field makes the electron

beam gyrate at a cyclotron frequency close to eigen mode frequency of gyrotron for energy

transfer from electron beam to RF field. Interaction structure of gyrotron can be made bigger

even at higher frequency by operating it in higher-order modes. Therefore, it is capable of

producing high power at high frequency. Gyrotron has got numerous applications in various

technologies as the device can operate in a wide range of frequencies and power level. On the

other hand, Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) [17]- [18] is a linear beam tube which has a periodic

interaction structure where continuous beam–wave interaction takes place. TWT is a popular

choice due to its unmatched linearity and wideband operation. However, at mm-wave or sub-

THz frequency, the conventional TWT with helix Slow Wave Structure (SWS) is impractical

as the helix becomes too thin and fragile to fabricate. Therefore, the TWTs, comprising of

all-metal SWS, such as folded waveguide TWT (FWGTWT) [22], double-corrugated waveg-

uide TWT (DCWTWT) [23], and sine waveguide TWT (SWGTWT) [24] are better solutions

as they are not only realizable but also capable of handling much higher power in this frequency

range. Among which, sine waveguide slow wave structure (SWGSWS) is the simplest interac-

tion structure to fabricate as the same can be fabricated by means of a nano-CNC or CNC wire

electro-discharge machining (EDM) technique. SWGSWS structure is basically a rectangular

waveguide whose axis follows a sinusoidal path. Some modifications in the SWGSWS are in-

corporated to enhance the interaction impedance or to reduce attenuation in the structure which

are extremely critical at elevated frequency.

1.2 High Power mm-Wave Devices

In the recent past, the development of high power mm-wave and sub-THz devices are driven

by various applications, such as, communication technology, high resolution radar, magnetic
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resonance imaging, electron cyclotron resonance heating, table-top accelerators and radiation

sources, plasma and material processing. The development of the VEDs at elevated frequencies

has also been facilitated by advancement of both (a) numerical codes like CST [25], HFSS

[26], Magic [27], etc. and (b) various advanced fabrication techniques like UV and deep x-

ray lithography (LIGA), electro-discharge machining (EDM), diffusion-bonding, laser cutting,

deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), etc. The dimensions of the interaction structure of linear beam

tubes are dependent on frequency as they operate in fundamental mode. As the frequency goes

high, the dimensions shrink. In order to have higher operating power at higher frequency, the

interaction structure of TWT has been changed from conventional helix to all metal waveguide

SWSs. On the other hand, the dimension of interaction structure of a gyro devices can be

kept bigger at higher operating frequencies as the device is operated at higher order modes.

Therefore, they can produce MW of power at THz band. The various THz VEDs are described

in the literature review section.

1.3 Challenges in Design and Development Vacuum Electron Devices in
THz band

The major challenges in the THz band arises mainly due to dimensional shrinkage of the

VEDs at high frequency regime. The various issues faced by VEDs in the THz regime are

briefly described below:

1.3.1 Attenuation

At higher frequency, the RF current tends to flow through the surface area due to skin effect

[28]. The surface resistance become very high as the RF current flow through a narrow cross

sectional area. The non-ideal machining surface also causes hindrance to propagation of RF

wave. The elevated frequency coupled with uneven surface reduce the effective conductivity

of the metal structure. Therefore, the attenuation per unit length is very high at this frequency

band.
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1.3.2 Reflection

Reflection of RF power happens mainly due to impedance mismatch at the input and output

ports. The impedance mismatch occurs due to machining tolerance and mechanical misalign-

ment between parts of the RF circuit. A little misalignment at THz band become substantial

due to small wavelength of the RF wave.

1.3.3 Fabrication of Miniature Parts

The conventional machining techniques are not compatible with miniature tooling required

to accomplish the due tolerance, surface finish and accuracy at THz band. Nano CNC (Com-

puter Numerical Control) with higher than 20,000 rpm spindle speed can provide resolution

up to 0.1 um. Nano CNC is successfully applied to fabricate the SWS at 0.346 THz [29].

However, there is enormous challenge to fabricate the micron size tool required beyond this

frequency [29]- [32].

The lithographic microfabrication process LIGA which is German acronym Lithographie,

Galvanoformung, Abformung (Lithography, Electroplating, and Molding), can produce the

moulds on which the copper structure is grown by electroforming. The VED structure can

be conveniently fabricated using this process [29]. However, the process requires specialized

skills.

The integration of parts for conventional VEDs are done by using brazing. However, brazing

is avoided in THz band as the undesired flow or the excess quantity of brazing material alter the

key dimensions of the interaction structure. Micro-diffusion bonding [33] is rather used to join

the parts. The parts are stacked together and subjected to a specified pressure and temperature

closed to the melting point of the metals. The right combination of temperature and pressure

make a vacuum tight bond.

1.3.4 Generation of High Electron Density Beam

In order to exhibit amplification after overcoming strong attenuation in THz band, the de-

vice needs relatively higher beam current in comparison to VEDs at lower frequency. The

requirement of higher beam current coupled with narrow beam tunnel area demands very high
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current density emitter which the pierce gun with conventional dispenser cathode cannot meet.

A higher emission density and greater value of magnetic compression is needed to achieve suffi-

cient beam current in spite of a thinner beam diameter. A strong magnetic focussing is required

to overcome the repulsive force in the high current density beam. A beam diameter as low as

40-micron is demonstrated by using pierce gun in [34]. However, the SWS in THz band exhibits

wide interaction field distribution. There are sufficiently strong longitudinal component of elec-

tric field exists away from the centre of the beam tunnel. Therefore, it is felt necessity to have

a wider beam or sheet beam to achieve (a) high output power from the SWS having wide inter-

action field distribution and to (b) inject more current. The sheet beam focussing system is not

as matured as cylindrical beam. The sheet beam suffers from diocotron (E×H) effect [35], [36]

which causes undesired rotation of the beam. The beam rotation above a critical angle leads to

beam-wall interception.

1.3.5 Thermal management

Thermal management is one of the most critical challenges faced in a VEDs of THz band.

Higher attenuation in THz band leads to greater RF loss in the interaction structure. Magnetic

circuits are placed very closed to the interact structure for beam focussing to satisfy the re-

quirement of strong magnetic field, leaving hardly any place for the cooling channel. The beam

interception, if any, causes more heating and makes the situation worse. The excessive heating

causes thermal expansion of the structure and consequently the shift in operating frequency.

The heating is also causes out gassing which degrades the vacuum atmosphere in the device.

The thermionic electron gun and the collector are the two hot region of VEDs where the thermal

management is even more critical.

1.3.6 Evacuation

The VEDs operate under ultra-high vacuum to prevent undesired collision between residual

gasses and electron beam. The collision generates the positive ions which accelerates towards

the cathode which is subjected to negative potential. This deteriorates the life of the cathode.

The evacuation is a major challenge in a compact, high power THz VEDs. Its is difficult to
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create exhaust port for evacuation in the tiny structure. Due care is required to be taken so that

the exhaust hole does not affect the RF structure. The photonic bandgap structure (PBG) is

perforated in nature where evacuation is relatively easy. However, there are fabrication issues

associated with VEDs in THz band having PBG interaction structure.

1.4 Promising VEDs at mm-Wave and THz band

The researchers have been continuously thrived to find out suitable structure which suits

THz band operation. The interaction structures are evolved to eliminate the issues arise at

elevated frequency. The helix interaction structure of TWT is changed to waveguide based SWS

to have more surface area and large interaction volume to reduce the surface resistance and also

to enhance power handling capability of the VEDs. Waveguide interaction structures also allow

better heat dissipation. Various overmoded structures [37] are also examined to increase the

interaction volume. The cross-filed gyro-devices make use of an open-ended waveguide cavity

which supports higher order mode operation which allows larger interaction volume. Therefore,

the gyro-devices [10] can produce MW of power at Sub-THz band. In this section, the cross-

field device gyrotron and the linear beam tube TWT will be discussed.

1.4.1 Gyrotron

Gyrotron [19]- [21] occupies a vital position as a high power source in the THz band. Gy-

rotron is called a cross field microwave tube as the operating electric field, magnetic field and

the direction of beam propagation are perpendicular to each other. It has the capability to pro-

duce megawatts of power even at higher frequencies and hence it has received enormous interest

among the researchers. Gyrotron can produce two order higher output power in comparison to

the linear beam tubes. The electron gun of gyrotron consists of a truncated conical cathode and

a hollow cylindrical anode. The electron beam is emitted from the slant surface of the trun-

cated cone to form a hollow spiralling electron beam. The beam is injected to an open-ended

wave guide cavity that is emerged in a strong magnetic field. The electron beam gyrates due

to applied magnetic field. The applied magnetic field causes the beam to gyrate at a cyclotron

frequency closed to eigen mode frequency of the cavity for fruitful interaction between the elec-
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tron beam and RF field. Gyrotron is capable of producing high power at high frequency due to

having oversized cavity operating at higher order mode [19], [20]. Gyrotron has been employed

in plasma physics for various applications, such as, Collective Thomson Scattering, Electron

Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD), Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), Electron Cyclotron

Resonance Heating (ECRH) and non-Inductive Current Drive [9], [10], [38]- [40]. The gy-

rotrons in Sub-THz band is being utilized in Dynamic Nuclear Polarization–Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (DNP–NMR) spectroscopy applications [7], [41], [42]. A tuneable CW gyrotron

in this band can greatly intensify the NMR signal in DNP-NMR spectrometer. Such gyrotrons

are also used in bio-medical application including medical diathermy for treatment of cancers

tumour [43], [44]. Sub-THz gyrotrons are also considered to have potential for detection of con-

cealed radioactive materials [45], [46]. When radioactive material is concealed in a container,

there will be high ion density in comparison to the normal space. Therefore, if the intense elec-

tromagnetic energy from a THz gyrotron is focused to a centimetre sized spot, it gives rise to

arcing due to high ion density in the vicinity of concealed radioactive material. However, these

gyrotrons are too bulky and expensive.

1.4.2 Gyrotron for Material Processing

The CW gyrotrons are being applied for mm wave processing of materials [11]- [14]. Re-

sistive heating for sintering of material is less efficient process as the material is heated from

the outside. Hence, the outer area gets heated up in the beginning and the heat transfers to

the central region of material through conduction. The heat transfer process is very slow due

to poor thermal conductivity of the ceramic material. The non-uniform heating of material

results non-uniform material property. The longer process time leads to grain growth which is

undesirable. The processing of materials using RF is superior process as the same provides tem-

perature uniformity in quick time. As the frequency RF increases the temperature become more

uniform. Therefore, the material processing with millimeter wave is even superior in terms of

heating uniformity, lower grain growth and to be a lower temperature process when compared

to microwave processing.

The power absorbed per unit volume (Pa) by a dielectric material [11] is given by (4.3)
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Pa = π f ε0ε
′′( f ,T ) |E|2 (1.1)

where ε0, ε′′( f ,T ), f , and T are the permittivity of free space, microwave power absorption

coefficient, frequency, and temperature, respectively. Therefore, the absorbed power is propor-

tional to frequency, input power and microwave power absorption coefficient of the material.

It can be noted that the ε′′ is a function of frequency and temperature. Hence, as the fre-

quency increases, power absorption by a dielectric material is also increased which leads to

heating of the material. At higher temperature ε′′ is increased further, resulting more absorption

of microwave power [11]. Therefore, the advanced low loss dielectric material can be sintered

by mm-wave to bring out various exotic properties. However, the mm-wave processing of ma-

terial will be lucrative provided the process become economic or cost effective. The device

should operate at medium voltage, magnetic field and with high efficiency.

1.4.3 Various Sub-systems of Gyrotron

A gyrotron consists of various sub-systems, such as, Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG), beam

tunnel, interaction cavity, internal Quasi-Optical Mode Launcher (QOMC), beam collector,

magnet system and dielectric window. The schematic diagram of a gyrotron is shown in Fig.

1.1.

1.4.3.1 MIG

The heart of a gyrotron is MIG [47]- [49] which produces hollow spiralling electron beam.

It comprises of a truncated conical thermionic cathode to emit electrons and hollow cylindrical

anode to pass the electron beam towards the interaction region. The electrons are ejected from

a slanting surface of cathode to have both radial and axial velocities. The radial velocity com-

ponent causes the beam to gyrate whereas the axial velocity component accelerates the beam

towards interaction region. There is a modulating anode placed between cathode and main

anode for triode type MIG. Triode MIG is preferred to have better control over the beam param-

eters. Cathode is subjected to maximum negative potential whereas main anode is subjected at

ground potential. The combination electrode shape and potential forms equipotential lines so

9
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Fig. 1.1: Schematic diagram of a gyrotron.

as to focus the beam.

1.4.3.2 Beam Tunnel

Beam tunnel [50]- [52] is placed between MIG and cavity. Beam tunnel area is a stack of

annular metals and lossy dielectric ring placed alternately. The primary aim of beam tunnel is

to transport the beam from MIG to cavity without affecting its quality. The beam parameters of

a gyrotron may get affected if the beam-wave interaction take place before the beam enters the

cavity. The cyclotron frequency of the electron beam gradually increases in the beam tunnel area

due to magnetic compression. The resonant frequency of beam tunnel should be different from

the electron cyclotron frequency to avoid beam-wave interaction. The thermally conducting

lossy dielectric is incorporated in beam tunnel to reduce the Q-factor so that the Start Oscillation

Current (Isoc) is increased. The chance of mode excitation is eliminated if the value of (Isoc) is

more than the beam current.

1.4.3.3 Cavity

The cavity [53]- [55] is the region where the beam-wave interaction take place. The cavity

is a hollow cylindrical waveguide structure having three sections, such as down taper, straight

section, and up taper. The beam-wave interaction occurs in the straight section. The diameter of

the straight section is kept approximately equal to the cut-off diameter of the operating mode.
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Therefore, the down taper does not allow the operating mode towards the gun region. The up

taper is designed to partially couple out the RF power from the cavity. The eigen frequency of

the operating mode and the cyclotron frequency of the electron beam are made close to each

other. Gyrotron operates in Transverse Electric (TE) mode which interacts with the gyrating

electrons for energy exchange from beam to field. The RF wave grows in the interaction cavity

and come out of the structure radially or axially depending on the output structure of the tube.

1.4.3.4 QOMC

The internal quasi optical mode converter (QOMC) [56], [57] is placed after the cavity to

extract the RF power radially from the device. QOMC is a vital component of gyrotron as is

allows to separate out the RF section with the collector. This enables better thermal management

in the tube. It consists of a launcher and sets of a metallic mirrors fabricated using Oxygen Free

High Conductivity (OFHC) copper. The launcher is a spiral cut for TEmn mode and step cut

for axi-symmetric or TE0n mode. The launcher radiates the higher order cavity mode towards

the first mirror. There are periodic perturbation or dimple like structure in the launcher which

converts the cavity mode to other modes, the superposition of which forms Gaussion like mode.

The RF wave get reflected back and forth from the set of mirrors and finally emitted through a

dielectric window. The mirrors are patterned for phase correction of the diffracted wave so that

Gaussion or near Gaussion mode is produced at the output. The perturbation parameters and the

mirror patterns are optimized for minimizing diffraction loss and improving mode conversion

efficiency.

1.4.3.5 Collector

A collector [58]- [61] collects all the spent electrons safely. The magnetic field is decreased

in the collector region so that the beam diameter is increased and finally collected at the collector

surface. The spent electron beam has a wide energy spectrum. Therefore, it is a challenge to

collect all the electron efficiently in the collector. The collector electrode is placed to collect

the electron at grazing angle so that secondary electron emission is minimized. Collector is the

hottest region of a gyrotron as the energized electrons strikes on the collector wall and cause lot
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of heating. It is important to collect the electron over a wide region to avoid excessive heat flux

at a particular region. The collector electrodes are sometimes subjected to retarded potential in

a depressed collector.

1.4.3.6 Magnet System

Magnet system [62]- [63] consists of a set of magnets and pole piece to guide the electron

beam from cathode to collector. The magnets are mainly placed at gun, cavity and collector

region. There should be uniform magnetic field in the region of electron emission to reduce the

velocity spread. The uniform magnetic field at specified value at cavity is extremely important

as the magnetic field determines the cyclotron frequency. In the collector region, the magnetic

field is tailored to collect the electron beam over a wide area. Sometimes, sweeping coils are

also used in the collector for this purpose. A time varying current is applied to the coil to vary

the magnetic field over time.

1.4.3.7 Dielectric Window

The most critical and vulnerable component of a high power gyrotron is dielectric window

[64]- [68]. The window allows the RF power to escape from the device with very low reflection

while maintaining the vacuum atmosphere inside the tube. To realize a vacuum leak tight bake-

able joint between dielectric and metal is the most challenging in the fabrication of dielectric

window. The thickness of the dielectric is optimized to have enough mechanical strength and to

provide smooth transmission of RF power. The dielectric material for a window should have the

following properties: (a) low loss to absorb less power, (b) moderate dielectric constant to make

the dimension less sensitive for reflection, (c) mechanically rugged to withstand differential

pressure across the dielectric disk, (d) high thermal conductivity to dissipate the generated heat

faster, and (e) easy join-ability to be able to make a reliable joint between the dielectric and

metal.

1.4.4 Travelling Wave Tube

A Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) [17], [18], is a linear beam tube in which electron beam

continuously exchange energy with the input RF wave. Since, it is not possible to achieve the
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Fig. 1.2: Schematic diagram of a TWT.

electron velocity faster than the speed of light in vacuum, a Slow Wave Structure (SWS) is used

to slowdown the velocity of RF wave. Shortly after world war II, the TWT was invented by

Kompfner and Pierce independently in their respective country Britain and United States. They

were not satisfied with the fleeting interaction structure in multi-cavity klystron. Therefore,

they made use of the SWS to reduce the axial phase velocity of the RF signal. RF wave and

electron beam can have prolonged interaction if they are with similar speed. Due to its low Q

interaction structure, TWT is broadband device. TWT is extensively used as medium or high

power amplifier. It has enabled several applications, such as, Radar, satellite communication,

high data rate communication, electronic counter maser and defence. The schematic diagram

of TWT is provided in Fig. 1.2.

The basic functional blocks of TWT includes an electron gun, the SWS, input and output

couplers, magnetic focusing system, and collector. A Pierce type electron gun [69] is popularly

used to generate a cylindrical electron beam. The electron gun consists of a cathode, beam

forming electrode, and anode. It forms electron beam of desired shape and current density. The

electrons are emitted from a spherically concave surface. Dispenser cathode are used in conven-

tional TWT. The main constituent of dispenser cathode is porous tungsten. Barium compound is

impregnated through the pore. The impregnated tungsten pallet acts as barium reservoir. When

the cathode is heated, barium is migrated to the emission surface and forms a barium-oxide

(BaO) mono-layer which reduces the work function. If the Bao layer evaporates after a certain

time, it is replenished by the barium stored in the reservoir. It is very important to control the
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porosity of tungsten pallet to optimize and emission density and life of the cathode. The beam

forming electron is placed at same potential as cathode which helps to give desired shape of

the equipotential lines. The anode is placed at highest potential in the device to accelerate the

electron towards the interaction structure. The beam is focussed to form a pencil beam.

Various kind of SWS is applied depending on frequency and applications. Helix SWS is

the most popular at microwave frequencies due to its unmatched linearity, gain and bandwidth.

However, at higher frequency, the dimension of the helix become too narrow to fabricate. The

attenuation is also increased due to skin effect and subsequent surface loss in helix. Therefore,

waveguide based SWSs are used in mm-wave and THz frequencies. The SWS is a periodic

structure which makes the RF field to travel on a longer (helical, serpentine, etc) path thereby

reducing the RF axial phase velocity. The velocity of electron beam is set at slightly higher

than the phase velocity of the RF wave. The linear electron beam interacts with the axial RF

field in the SWS. The electrons enter the SWS randomly and encounter the weak axial RF field

produced by the input signal. The electrons, which face the accelerating phase, gain velocity as

they receive energy from the RF field. On the other hand, the electrons facing the decelerating

phase, loss their energy. Therefore, velocity modulation of electron beam takes place which

leads to density modulation or formation of electron bunch. When the initial bunch arrives

at the next period of the SWS, the RF phase at this region is such that it retards the bunch a

bit further which helps to densify the bunch a little more. The electron beam and RF wave

travels together and interacts continuously. The bunch become more and more pronounced at

the output end simultaneously the RF wave grows to the maximum value.

A magnetic system is used to focus the electron beam from gun to collector. In TWTs,

Periodic Permanent Magnet (PPM) is used to reduce the weight of the tube. PPM refers to the

stack of permanent magnets and pole pieces attached in alternate fashion. The PPM acts like

magnetic focusing lens placed periodically.

An input coupler is used to provide RF input to the device. On the other hand, the output

coupler extracts the amplified output power. Both the couplers should be matched to minimize

reflection. An attenuator is used in the SWS to suppress the backward wave in the tube as the
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generation of backward wave leads to oscillation which is undesirable.

The role of collector is to collect the spent electron beam safely and efficiently. A multi-

stage depressed collector is used for increasing the efficiency of the tube.

1.4.5 Travelling Wave Tube in THz Band

There are various inherent merits of TWT that attracts the researchers to employ it at high

frequencies. The output power of a Travelling Wave Tubes (TWT) can be 2 to 3 order greater

than the power a solid state device can generate in the same frequency. TWT is also less sen-

sitive to radiation and temperature fluctuations. There are various application areas people

have envisaged in THz band which demands higher power out and broader bandwidth. There-

fore,the need of developing a TWT in THz band has been arose for enabling various applica-

tions, such as, multi giga bits per second data rate satellite communication, wireless communi-

cation, plasma diagnostics, imaging, Video Synthetic Aperture Radar (VSAR) [70]- [74], etc.

New fabrication tools, emerging technologies, design tools and new applications are fuelling a

renaissance in high frequency TWTs.

1.5 Brief Review of Literature

Interaction structures of vacuum electron devices evolved since their inception. As the fre-

quency increases, the dimensions of a linear beam tube shrink. Therefore, the surface loss

increases, heat dissipation becomes a problem and as a result, power handling capability de-

creases. Therefore, researchers are exploring different modified version of interaction struc-

tures which can provide higher output power, broader bandwidth, increased efficiency, and

higher frequency of operation etc. The different interaction structures reported by the previous

researchers which suits for high frequency and high power operations are summarized below:

Gyro Devices

Gyro devices are cross field device which employs a truncated conical cathode and a hollow

cylindrical anode to produce hollow spiralling electron beam which travels through an open-

ended waveguide cavity emerged in a strong magnetic field for beam–wave interaction. The
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gyro devices can be broadly classified as source (Gyrotron) or amplifier (Gyro TWT, Gyro

Klystron, Gyro Twystron, etc) [75]- [79]. The applied magnetic field in gyro devices makes

the electron beam gyrate at a cyclotron frequency close to eigen mode frequency of the device

for energy transfer from electron beam to RF field. Interaction structure of gyro devices can be

made bigger even at higher frequency by operating it in higher-order modes. Therefore, they

are capable of producing high power at high frequency.

Gyro klystron is a narrow band high gain amplifier which makes use of input, output and

intermediate cavities. The input signal is fed at the input cavity in a particular mode. The

gyro klystron is getting popular as a high power sub-THz source for radar as it operates in

pulsed mode. In gyro TWT, continuous beam-wave interaction takes place in a dielectric loaded

waveguide structure for amplification of wideband signals. The advantages of gyro klystron

and gyro TWT are combined in Gyro twystron in which the input section is similar to gyro

klystron and the out section is similar to a gyro TWT. Due to higher order mode operation,

mode competition between the operating and the neighbouring modes are predominant in gyro

devices.

Folded waveguide TWT (FWGTWT)

As the name suggest, in FWGTWT [22], [80], the interaction structure is a waveguide folded

back and forth to realize the Slow Wave Structure (SWS). This type of TWT is conforms with

mature cylindrical beam transportation technology as the structure supports cylindrical electron

beam. It can withstand high power and has reasonable bandwidth. The interaction structure is

also easy for construction and compatible with micro fabrication. Gain per period or interaction

impedance of the structure is relatively low. Hence longer length is required to achieve high

gain.

Groove-Loaded Folded Waveguide TWT

The gain per period value of FWGTWT is improved by providing additional rectangular

groove in groove-loaded folded waveguide TWT [81], [82]. The groove itself acts as beam
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tunnel for sheet electron beam. In this structure, the axial electromagnetic fields exist in the

groove region, which leads to higher interaction impedance and, subsequently, higher gain per

unit length. This kind of structure provides less bandwidth in comparison to conventional FW

TWT.

Multi beam (MB) FWG TWT

In Multi beam (MB) FWG TWT , multiple electron beams are simultaneously guided through

a single FWG structure [83], [84]. Total beam current can either be multiplied by the number of

beams to achieved higher output power or beam current may be distributed to multiple beams

leading to low space charge effect. This type of tubes can also be operated in higher order

modes like TE20, TE30 etc. However, realization of electron gun and magnetic focusing with

multiple beams are a major challenge.

Sheet beam (SB) Couple Cavity TWT

At millimetre wavelengths, there is a growing need for a small size and weight, high average

power RF source. The sheet beam devices (SBD) ideally fit for many of these needs because

they produce output power proportional to the beam width and reduced space charge effect [85].

The sheet beam conform with the wide interaction field in THz structure. It is also capable to

provide the required current density of the device. Higher efficiency can be achieved due to the

application of sheet electron beam. However, the focusing of sheet electron beam is a major

challenge due to E × B or diocotron instability [35], [36].

Planar Helix SWS

The SWS is the vital part of TWT. The circular helix SWS is the most popular and widely

used SWS. However, after a certain frequency, the dimension of circular helix of a conventional

TWT becomes very small to realize. The fabrication of SWS will be cost effective provided

printed-circuit or micro-fabrication techniques is adopted. This also eventually leads to minia-

turization and low-cost mass production. Micro-fabrication techniques become important at
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high frequencies of operation where the dimensions become small. The fabrication and align-

ment becomes easy for planar helix SWS [86]- [87] in comparison to conventional helix SWS

in the higher frequency regime. The thermal conductivity of CVD (chemical vapour deposition)

diamond is approximately 5 times of copper. Hence, diamond supported helix [88] is also being

developed for rapid heat dissipation.

Sine Waveguide TWT

Most of the SWS in THz band exhibits high transmission loss and strong reflection which

is a serious problem. These problems severely prevent the existing devices from enhancing the

power and expanding the bandwidth. In order to reduce the loss and reflection, a novel sine

waveguide [24], [89], [90] interaction structure can be used. This kind of structure requires

relatively higher voltage as the phase velocity reduction factor is less. A ridge-loading [91]

on the SWG structure is done to increase the interaction impedance. This kind of structure is

compatible with mature cylindrical beam as well as sheet beam.

Higher harmonic or frequency multiplier tubes

The input section of Higher harmonic or frequency multiplier tubes [92], [93] operates in

fundamental harmonics whereas the output section operates in higher harmonics to provide

frequency multiplication. In the input section, the beam velocity is modulated by the input

signal. The electron beam enters into the drift tube and the velocity modulation is converted

into density modulation. The beam bunch contains high harmonic current. The amplitude of

higher harmonic current is controlled by adjusting the input power. Higher harmonic current

induces higher harmonic electromagnetic wave and amplifies it in the output section. Thus, the

high frequency millimetre wave is obtained with a low frequency millimetre wave as its driving

source. Mode competition with fundamental harmonics is a concern for higher harmonic tubes.

Overmoded TWT
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Typically, TWTs are designed to operate in the fundamental mode, but the power handling

capabilities of these devices drops rapidly with frequency primarily due to the tiny interaction

structure of the device. The small cavities lead to manufacturing difficulties and current limi-

tations due to thin beam tunnel. If the TWT is operated in higher order mode [37], [94], [95],

a larger cavity can be adopted which minimizes the difficulties associated with higher frequen-

cies. The overmoded or oversized cavity allows a large beam tunnel for employing high beam

current. Similarly, the requirement of magnetic field is not as stringent as in the case of fun-

damental mode. In addition, the oversized cavity can be directly machined with CNC milling

instead of relying on nano-fabrication techniques. Mode competition with fundamental modes

is a concern for overmoded tubes. The design of input output coupler is also a challenge for

overmoded TWT.

Orotron

Orotron [96]- [98] was invented in 1960’s, both theoretically and experimentally. The device

is capable to produce 0.1-0.8 W of power up to 300 GHz band at relatively lower operating

voltage. It is a resonant device which has the potential to generate power over THz band.

Being a resonant device its bandwidth is relatively low. Orotron, can make use of pencil, sheet

or hollow electron beams. Thin hollow beam can be used instead of sheet beam to increase

the beam cross section and hence beam current and output power using oversized TM01/TM02

cavity.

Clinotron

Although, gyrotron is the most powerful sources in THz band, it requires very bulky and

expensive magnets that deters it from various applications particularly which requires low or

medium powers. Clinotron [99]- [101] is an alternative source at THz band which is basically

a modification of a resonant BWO with increased output power. Clinotron employs a thick

electron beam which is slightly tilt with the axis. Higher output power is obtained due to thicker

electron beam resulting higher beam current. The slow wave structure collects the electron
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beam as the beam is inclined fall on the SWS. It makes use of weakly inhomogeneous magnetic

focusing field. Heating and subsequent dimensional change due to Beam interception in the

SWS is an inherent problem associated with the clinotron. Efficient cooling mechanism is

required to prevent the excessive heating.

Extended Interaction Klystron (EIK)

The Extended Interaction Klystron (EIK) [102]- [105] makes use of cluster of cavities in-

stead of single cavity. It has got a multi-gap interaction cavity having high interaction impedance.

Due to higher interaction impedance, the interaction length of EIK is short. Therefore, it allows

to use a single period permanent magnet for focusing the electron beam. It is very compact and

provides higher gain and broader bandwidth by combining the advantages of klystrons and trav-

eling wave tubes. It can operate at millimetre-wave, sub-millimetre-wave or even in THz band.

An EIK with sheet beam further provides several other advantages like higher peak power with

lesser current density, reduced magnetic field for focusing of electron beam and reduced cath-

ode loading. However, fabrication of EEK for mm wave, sub THz frequencies is a challenge

due to its complicated structures. In addition, magnetic focussing is an issue associated with

sheet beam. Folded-waveguide (FWG) resonant cavities is also tried as the same has mature

fabrication technology in higher frequencies.

Double Corrugated waveguide TWT (DCW TWT

The all-metal DCW TWT [23], [106] is adopted as SWS by some research group to ease

the fabrication challenges in THz frequencies. There are two rows of pillars in the rectangular

waveguide structure. Electron beam is injected through the space between the rows of pillars.

The axial field is concentrated in the central region of the SWS, where the beam is placed. The

structure exhibits broad band properties and can be scaled up from mm wave to THz frequency.

The structure has simple construction which can be fabricated using nano-CNC. However, mi-

cro fabrication technique is required for a frequency closed to 0.4 THz and beyond.
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Photonic Bandgap (PBG) Structures

PBG [107]- [109] structure refers to the incorporation of engineered periodic materials to

introduce appropriate electromagnetic band gap in the frequency band of interest and then intro-

ducing specific defects to break the periodicity of the lattice to allow certain band gap frequen-

cies (defect states) to exist within the region of the defect. The fabrication challenges and power

limitation of vacuum electron tubes at terahertz frequencies can be addressed by incorporating

PBG material as a part of interaction structure. PBG structure enable larger beam tunnel and

hence more beam current or relaxed magnetic focusing criterion. Thermal management issue

can be successfully addressed due to larger space available in this kind of devices. At the same

time, vacuum pumping also become easy as there are more areas available to the designer for

creating vacuum channel. Fabrication difficulty at THz band is the main challenge to realize

this kind of structure.

E- Plane and H- Plane loaded TWT

H-plane and E-plane loaded rectangular waveguide SWS [110] has received considerable

interest for some research group. This kind of SWS incorporates an H-plane metal load in

addition to the E-plane metal load in the straight rectangular waveguide. Due to an additional

H-plane load, it exhibits enhanced value of interaction impedance and consequently higher gain

per unit length of the device.

1.6 Thesis Motivation and Objective

From the survey of literature, the following areas has been identified for carrying out sys-

tematic study:

(a) Although, mm-wave processing of material is much more effective than cm-wave pro-

cessing, the gyrotrons reported for industrial processing exhibits efficiency in the range of 30-

40% [111], [112] without depressed collector. The efficiency is increased near about 60% with

a depressed collector. However, in order to make mm wave material processing lucrative, the
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economic viability should be given utmost importance. A gyrotron system will be suitable for

industrial application provided it is highly efficient.

(b) The Sine Waveguide (SWG) structure has gained popularity as Sub-THz TWT due to its

simple fabrication, low reflection and moderate loss. The interaction impedance for the simple

SWG structure is moderate which leads to longer length of the structure. Therefore, ridge load-

ing is introduced to enhance the interaction impedance [91]. However, the accurate fabrication

of thin ridge adds the fabrication complexity. Also, the SWG TWT without a sever/attenuator

has reported to produce undesired reflection [89]. Therefore, there are scope to incorporate dif-

ferent structural modification on the SWG to increase the efficiency or gain per unit length of

the device. In order to eliminate reflection of RF power at the input section, two-section SWG

structure with attenuator can be designed.

(c) The SWG structure are mostly designed in the frequency range from 200-350 GHz [24],

[89], [91]. The performance of the SWG structure can be verified at higher frequency. The

velocity tapering [113] is a popular technique to enhance output power and efficiency of TWT.

The technique is successfully employed in various SWS [113]- [115]. However, velocity taper-

ing on the SWG structure is not tried before. Therefore, velocity tapering may be introduced

for efficiency enhancement of THz SWG TWT.

1.7 Problem Statement

Based on the gap area identified in Section 1.6, the following problems have been identified

for conducting detail study:

(a) Design and efficiency enhancement of medium power gyrotron for industrial application.

(b) Design and Analysis of Width-Modulated Two-Section SWGTWT structure at G-band

(c) Design and Analysis of a SWG structure at 600-700 GHz.
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1.8 Thesis Contributions

Three different interaction structures have been studied and introduced in the thesis for ob-

taining enhanced output power and efficiency of a Ka-band gyrotron and two TWT’s in THz

band. The various points which summarize the contribution of the thesis are as follows:

• Design of a triode type low velocity spread MIG gun for 28 GHz medium power gyrotron.

• Design and Particle in Cell (PIC) analysis of the gyrotron cavity to study the high power

behaviour of gyrotron.

• Estimation of output power using analytical equation as well as PIC.

• Introduction of a slotted cavity for elimination of mode competition for the TE02 operating

mode.

• Design of magnet system and three-staged depressed collector for the gyrotron.

• Estimation of cold circuit parameters of a G-band SWGTWT for broadband operation.

• Introduction of width-modulation on SWG structure to enhance interaction impedance

• Hot analysis of the width-modulated G-band SWGTWT.

• Introduction of two-section SWS to eliminate reflected power at input port of the device.

• Fabrication and experimental characterization of cold parameters of scaled version of

width-modulated G-band SWGTWT

• Cold and hot analysis of a truncated SWGTWT at around 650 GHz.

1.9 Thesis Organization

The thesis has been organized into the following chapters:

Chapter 1 Presents an overview the current status and challenges faced in the design of

mm-wave and sub-THz Vacuum Electron Devices. Promising VEDs for mm-Wave, and THz
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are discussed.

Chapter 2 Explains the governing equations and beam parameters in connections to the

design of Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG) for gyrotron. A 2D and 3D designs of a triode MIG

are presented. The outside diameter of the MIG is optimized to be 50 mm. In spite of lower

MIG diameter, a negligible beam velocity spread of 1.2% is achieved. Design of magnetic

focussing system for beam guidance is discussed. There are seven magnets in the design for

beam forming, guidance and collection. The axial position, dimensions and the ampere-turn

are obtained for each magnet. A three-staged depressed collector is designed for collecting the

spent electron beam with maximum energy recovery. The overall efficiency of 67% is achieved

using a depressed collector.

Chapter 3 Gives an overview of the interaction structure of gyrotron. The elements of

cavity design, such as, Start Oscillation Current (SOC) and beam-wave coupling coefficient

are discussed. Estimation of output power through analytical and numerical technique are pre-

sented. The output powers obtained from analytical equations and PIC simulation are in good

agreement. A slotted cavity is introduced for elimination of mode competition between the

operating TE02 mode and neighbouring TE22 modes. The numbers and dimensions of slots are

optimized. The duration of mode competition between TE02 and neighbouring TE22 mode is

reduced by 55% by incorporating axially directed slots in the inside wall of the cavity.

Chapter 4 Discusses the various advantages of Sine Waveguide TWT (SWGTWT) at sub-

THz frequency. Cold circuit analysis is performed to design a width-modulated SWGTWT in

G-band. A flat dispersion and greater value of interaction impedance for the frequency range

200 -245 GHz are achieved by choosing width modulation amplitude of 50 µm. Particle-in-

Cell (PIC) simulation of the single as well as two-section width-modulated SWGTWT are per-

formed. The output power of 39.5 W is estimated at 215 GHz with an efficiency of 3.81% for
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the two-section design. The elimination of reflected power from of input port of the two-section

TWT over single section is quantified to be 98.29%. Fabrication and experimental measurement

of the scaled SWG structure are discussed.

Chapter 5 Explains the advantages of truncated SWG structure at sub-THz frequency. The

cold circuit analysis is performed on the truncated SWG structure to obtain suitable space for

beam transportation and to flatten the dispersion characteristic of the structure. Particle-in-Cell

(PIC) simulation is performed to predict the power output and efficiency of the TWT. The effect

of beam shape on the TWT Performance is also discussed.

Chapter 6 Concludes the thesis. The scope of future works are also discussed.
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2. Beam Generation and Guidance in Gyrotron

2.1 Introduction

Vacuum electron tube employs electron beam generated using DC power to produce or

amplify RF power [17], [18]. Electron beam is ejected from cathode surface and focused by

specially designed electrode called anode. The electron beam having desired shape and current

density is injected to the interaction structure for beam-wave interaction. The spent electron

beam is collected in the collector. In order to have effective beam-wave interaction, the electron

beam should have a specified shape, current, and velocity. Beam generation and guidance

system is therefore played a vital role for the overall success of a VED. Gyrotron [3]- [9] makes

use of a hollow spiralling electron beam generated by a MIG. The magnetic field applied in the

cathode, cavity and collector region, not only focusses the beam but also obtains the required

diameter and cyclotron frequency.

2.2 Beam Generation in Gyrotron using Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG)

Electron gun [47]- [49] is the heart of gyrotron which produces hollow spiralling electron

beam of specified parameters, such as, diameter, current, energy and velocity ratio (α). Triode

type MIG is preferred as the extra electrode helps to have better control over the electron beam.

Gyrotron makes use of a truncated conical thermionic cathode which operated in temperature

limited region. The cathode [116], [117] is made of porous tungsten which is impregnated with

rare earth metals for reducing the effective work function. The cathode is applied maximum

negative potential in the tube usually in the range -10 kV to -100 kV relative to the main anode,

which is subjected to the ground potential. The current density JT of a thermionic cathode

follow Richardson-Dushman law and modified by Shottky effect as given in 2.1.

JT = 120.165Tc
2e
−

Ψ

kTc e

0.4404
√

En

Tc (2.1)

where Ψ, Tc, En, and k are given by the work function, cathode temperature, normal component

of the electric field and Boltzmann constant, respectively.

Uniform temperature is applied to the surface of the cathode so that the electrons can over-
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come the work function of the surface and escape from cathode. As the electrons emits from the

slant surface area of the truncated cone, it contains both radial and axial velocities. The positive

voltage in the anode provides axial velocity whereas the magnetic field provides the cyclotron

frequency as well as radial velocity. The beam eventually follows a helical path. The magnetic

field is gradually increased from cathode to cavity region. The cavity is subjected to uniform

axial magnetic field so that the electron cyclotron frequency becomes close to the Eigen mode

frequency of the operating mode.

2.2.1 Various Elements of MIG Design

The design of a MIG starts with the desired output parameters of the device. Depending

on the output power, the beam current and voltage are decided. The magnetic field at cavity is

determined by the operating frequency and mode. The radius of the electron beam at cavity is

decided based on the operating mode. The emitted electrons from the cathode surface follow

the magnetic flux lines on helical orbit and accelerated towards cavity region. The increasing

magnetic field from gun to cavity compresses the radius of the beam which results increase

in cyclotron frequency and radial velocity component of the beam. The mean diameter of the

cathode is therefore chosen based on the electron beam diameter at cavity.

There are limits of various MIG parameters for smooth functioning of gyrotron [20], [118]

which are given in the Table 2.1

The parameters used in the Table 2.1 is defined below.

• fm is the ratio of magnetic field at cavity and cathode. The value of fm > 20 may lead to

reflection of electron beam from the cavity and hence avoided.

• ∆v quantify the spread in beam velocity in percentage. The larger velocity spread causes

reduction in output power and efficiency. Therefore ∆v should be as low as possible. The MIG

of gyrotron operates in temperature limited region to reduce the velocity spread.

• φc is the angle of slant surface of the cathode with the beam axis. The value of φc is

considered between 250 to 300 for achieving a laminar beam.

• α is the ratio between the radial velocity component and axial velocity component.

• Jc is the emission current density from the cathode surface. The value of Jc is kept below
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Table 2.1: Limiting range of various MIG parameters.

Parameters Value

Magnetic compression ratio (fm) fm < 20

Velocity spread (∆v) < 5%

Cathode angle (φc) ≈ 250 − 300

Alpha (α) <1.8

Emission current density (Jc) 1.5 A/cm2

Gap factor (G f ) > 3

Voltage breakdown limit in vacuum ≈ 10 kV/mm

Relativistic factor (γ) < 1.2

1.5 A. The higher value of Jc is achievable by increasing the cathode temperature as the MIG

Gun operates in temperature limited region. However, the higher temperature leads to faster

evaporation of active components (Barium) of dispenser cathode causing the degradation of the

life of cathode and hence avoided.

• G f is given by
Dac

rlc
, where Dac is the distance between cathode and first (modulating)

anode and rlc is the larmor radius at cathode.

• (γ) is defined as 2.2

γ = 1 +
eV0

mec2 (2.2)

e,V0,me and c are the charge of electron, Beam voltage, mass of electron and velocity of

light in free space, respectively. There are various equations which are essential for design of

MIG. The equations are as follows:

The total velocity of electron v is given by 2.3

v = c

√
1 −

1
γ2 (2.3)

The axial velocity vz and radial velocity vr of electron is given by 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
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vz =
v

√
1 + α2

(2.4)

vr =
vα

√
1 + α2

(2.5)

Magnetic field at cavity region (B) is given by 2.6

B =
f (GHz)γ

28s
(2.6)

f is the frequency in GHz, s is the harmonic number.

The cavity radius R0 and beam radius at cavity rb are given by 2.7 and 2.8, respectively.

R0 = νmp
λ

2π
(2.7)

rb = νm±1,p
λ

2π
(2.8)

where νmp and λ are given by pth root of J
′

m(x) and wave length, respectively. J
′

m(x) is the

derivative of mth order Bessel function. The requirement of magnetic field at cathode Bc can be

expressed in terms of B as per 2.9

Bc =
B
fm

(2.9)

Similarly, the mean radius of cathode rc can be expressed in terms of rb as per 2.10

rc = rb

√
( fm) (2.10)

2.2.2 2D and 3D design of MIG for a medium power gyrotron

A MIG gun is designed for a medium power TE02 mode gyrotron for material processing

application. The 2D electro-magneto static analysis is performed in EGUN to obtain the beam

trajectories. EGUN computes the trajectories of charge particles in electro-static and magneto-

static field. It also takes into account of self magnetic field and space charge effects. The input
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parameters of MIG, such as, electrode geometries, emission area, electrode voltages, positions

of magnets and their ampere-turn are provided by means of an input file. The software generates

the output file, from which the geometry, equipotential lines, beam trajectories and magnetic

field profiles are obtained.

The various input parameters and initial values are taken based on the Table2.1. The value

of other parameters, such as, B, R0 and rc are calculated as 1 Tesla, 11.97 mm, and 3.141 mm

based on 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. The electron beam is considered to be launched at the

first radial maxima of TE02 mode to have sufficient gap between the beam and wall so that the

beam-wall interception can be minimized. The initial parameters for the MIG are given in Table

2.2.

Table 2.2: Initial parameters for the MIG design.

Parameters Value

Frequency (f) ≈ 28 GHz

Magnetic compression ratio (fm) fm ≈ 13

Velocity spread (∆v) < 5%

Cathode angle (φc) 280

Alpha (α) 1.4-1.8

Emission current density (Jc) ≈ 1.0 A/cm2

Beam current (Ib) 1 A

Beam voltage (V) 40 kV

Gap factor (G f ) > 3

Voltage breakdown limit in vacuum ≈ 10 kV/mm

Relativistic factor (γ) 1.0782

Various MIG parameters, such as, the modulating anode voltage, magnetic field at cathode,

and magnetic field profile of the MIG are estimated with respect to its geometry. Two different

MIG geometries are optimized through 2D simulation in EGUN. The length of emitting surface

is taken 2.97 mm to limit transverse velocity spread ∆v value. The electron beam trajectories,
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Fig. 2.1: 2D view of geometry 1 of the triode type MIG, showing trajectory of electron beam, magnetic
field profile and equipotential lines.

equipotential lines and magnetic field profiles of geometry 1 and geometry 2 are provided in

Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2, respectively.

The final MIG parameters for geometry 1 and geometry 2 are compared in Table 2.3.

The velocity spread (∆v) obtained for geometry 1 is 0.11% whereas the velocity spread

of geometry 2 is 1.8%. The maximum gun diameters of geometry 1 and geometry 2 are 70

mm, and 50 mm, respectively. The ∆v value for geometry 1 appears to be idealistic as the

same cannot be achieved in practical case. Therefore, both the MIG guns are re-simulated in

CST Particle tracking solver for validating the EGUN results in 3D solver. The 3D geometries

of the MIG are made in CST. The magnetic field profiles of EGUN are exported to CST. The

potentials are applied to the electrodes as applied in EGUN. The ∆v and α are calculated by post

processing the CST results. The ∆v values for geometry 1 and geometry 2 are obtained to be

0.67%, and 1.2%, respectively without considering initial kinetic and angular spread of electron

beam. It is observed that the ∆v value obtained for Geometry-1 in CST is not as idealistic as

in EGUN. The 3D Particle tracking solver calculates the velocity spread value more accurately.

The values of α are estimated to be 1.38, and 1.43 for geometry 1, and geometry 2, respectively.

The equipotential lines formed in Geometry 1 are shown in Fig. 2.3. It is clearly seen that

the equipotential lines are almost parallel near the emission surface. The potential is maximum

towards the accelerating anode and minimum near cathode. The distribution of equipotential
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Fig. 2.2: 2D view of geometry 2 of the MIG.

Table 2.3: MIG parameters for Geometry-1 and Geometry-2

Parameters Geometry 1 Geometry 2

Maximum gun diameter (dmax) 70 mm 50 mm

Cathode voltage (Vc) -40 kV -40 KV

Modulating anode voltage (Vm) -18.5 kV -18.5 kV

Accelerating anode voltage (Va) 0 kV 0 kV

Magnetic field at cathode (Bc) 0.07 T 0.07 T

Beam diameter (Dbeam) 6.26 mm 6.26 mm

∆v 0.11% 1.8%

Mean velocity Ratio (α) 1.4 1.4

Mean larmor radius (r) 0.52 mm 0.51 mm
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lines reveal a triode type MIG. The beam trajectory of geometry 1 is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Fig. 2.3: Equipotential lines of geometry 1, C: Cathode, MA: Modulating Anode, AA: Accelerating
Anode.

The ∆v value is a crucial MIG parameter as wide spread of beam velocity deteriorates the

output power and efficiency of a gyrotron [119]. There are various factors which affects the

∆v value, such as, inhomogeneous electric and magnetic field in the vicinity of emitting sur-

face, temperature variation on the emitting surface, peachy emission, surface roughness of the

emitter, and variation of space charge due to reflected electron. Therefore, it is important to

determine ∆v value for a MIG considering the above mentioned scenario. The variation of tem-

perature at on the cathode surface gives rise to kinetic energy spread of the emitted electrons.

The other factors like surface roughness and inhomogeneous field distribution leads to angular

spread. Therefore, the emitted electrons are assigned angular spread to simulate the velocity

spread. The ∆v obtained for different initial energy of electrons are plotted in Fig. 2.5.

It is observed that with the increase of angular spread ∆v increases. However, the ∆v value

is restricted to 5%, if the initial energy of electron and angular spread value can be kept below

50 eV and 600, respectively.
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Fig. 2.4: Beam trajectory of geometry 1: (a) Front view and (b) Top view.

Fig. 2.5: ∆v value of MIG geometry 1 with angular spread for different emission energy.

2.2.3 Results and Discussions

Two MIG geometries are optimized in EGUN. The beam parameters obtained in EGUN are

validated using 3D particle tracking solver of CST. The beam velocity spread is estimated by

assigning angular spread of emitted electrons. Both the geometries provide acceptable veloc-

ity spread. The maximum inside diameter of geometry 1 and geometry 2 are 70 mm, and 50

mm, respectively. The lower diameter will allow lower magnet bore diameter at cavity. The

lower magnet bore diameter will reduce the fringing field and helps to maintain homogeneity

of magnetic field in the cavity. Therefore, geometry 2 can be chosen.
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2.3 Beam Guidance System of Gyrotron

The beam guidance system of a gyrotron consists of a set of magnet [62], [63] which can

be categories as gun magnet, cavity magnet and collector magnet. Presence of suitable mag-

netic field at all the three region serves a specified objective, for example, the homogeneity

of magnetic field at gun region is very essential for achieving low velocity spread and lower

spread in velocity ratio. A specified value magnetic field in this region also determines the

beam diameter in the cavity which is vital for maximizing the beam-wave interaction. In fact,

the profile of magnetic field from gun to cavity should be smooth enough to avoid reflection

of beam. The requirement of magnetic field at cavity is the maximum among the other two

regions. The uniformity and appropriate value of magnetic field at cavity is extremely vital as it

determines the cyclotron frequency. A little deviation of the magnetic field value in this region

leads to reduced efficiency or excitation of undesired modes. On the other hand, the purpose

of magnetic field at collector is to disperse the beam over a wide area. A weak magnetic field

with specific profile is required in this area. The gun and cavity magnets are generally made of

copper solenoid whereas the cavity magnet is made using high field superconducting solenoid.

In some cases, a combination of high temperature superconductor and low-temperature super-

conductor magnets have been used to reduce the operational cost of the gyrotron. However, the

liquid cooled superconducting magnets [120] requires continuous supply of liquid Helium (He)

and liquid Nitrogen (N). The superconducting magnets have higher operational cost and longer

turn on time as well.

On the other hand, permanent magnets [121] can provide up to 1 Tesla constant DC mag-

netic field without any consumption of power or resources. However, the magnetic field of a

permanent magnet cannot be controlled. Also, those magnets are very heavy and bulky which

makes it difficult for handling during installation. Pulsed solenoid [122], [123] which utilizes

simple copper coil, is another solution for very short pulse operation of gyrotron. It can in-

duce a very high magnetic field for very short duration. Due to thermal inertia, the material

heats up during operation and therefore increase its resistance thereby decreasing the current
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flow and also the magnetic field. Therefore, the pulse width of such gyrotron is limited to few

milliseconds.

2.3.1 Design of Magnetic Focusing System of a Medium Power Gyrotron

The magnetic focusing system of the medium power gyrotron for material processing appli-

cation is designed in EGUN. The outline of the geometry, position of magnets and the optimize

magnetic field profile are shown in Fig. 2.6. There are seven magnets M1 to M7 in the magnetic

focusing system in which M1 is the gun magnet, M2, M3 and M4 are the cavity magnets, and

M5, M6 and M7 are the collector magnets. The magnetic field at cathode is 0.07 T generated

due to combined effect of gum and cavity magnets. The magnetic field obtained at cavity is

1.05 T which is required to have beam-wave interaction between the spiralling electron beam

and TE02 cavity mode. A uniform magnetic field at cavity is achieved due the combined effect

of M2, M3 and M4. The M2 and M4 both have 8 solenoid turns with 5200 A current flow

whereas the M3 has 33 solenoid turns with 3550 A current flow. The beam diameter is mini-

mum in the cavity due to strong magnetic field in this region. As the magnetic field is decreased

at collector the beam diameter starts increasing. The collector magnet M5 is placed to avoid

a sudden decrease of magnetic field after the cavity which cause a beam interception with the

metallic mirrors in radial output gyrotron. The function of M6 and M7 are to tailor the magnetic

field in the collector region so that the beams are dispersed and collected over wide collector

areas which is essential to limit the heat flux density at a particular area. It is seen from Fig.

2.6 that the beam gets collected over 800 mm to 1000 mm axial distance. The magnetic field

profile obtained in EGUN is considered to design a depressed collector for the gyrotron in CST

particle tracking solver which is discussed in the next section.

2.4 Collector

After the beam-wave interaction in the cavity, the spent electron beam is required be col-

lected in the collector. The interaction efficiency of a typical gyrotron is around 35%. There-

fore, the spent electron beam sill has sufficient kinetic energy to manage in the collector. Due

to beam-wave interaction, most of the electrons loss their energy and a few gain. This causes a
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Fig. 2.6: 2D geometry of the gyrotron showing axial magnetic field, beam trajectory and equipotential
lines.

wide energy spectrum of the spent electron beam.

The kinetic energy of the interacted electron beam can be recovered to some extent by

means of a depressed collector and the rest energy is converted into heat at the wall of the

collector. The electron beam should be collected over a wide area to minimize the wall loading

for ensuring longer life of the collector. The maximum allowable beam loading for pure copper

is 0.5 kW/cm2 [20]. The collector can be manufactured using either pure copper or copper based

metal matrix composite added with a fraction of aluminum oxide powder [124]. This greatly

increase the mechanical strength of the material even at higher temperature while maintaining

the thermal and electrical conductivity. The outside body of the collector is force convection

cooled. In order to increase the surface area, the outer surface of the collector is grooved

radially or axially and the water flow is directed perpendicular to the groove for achieving fluid

turbulence. Vaporization cooling is also performed to obtain high convection efficiency.

2.4.1 Design of a Depressed Collector for Medium Power Gyrotron

Depressed collector [58]- [61] is used to retard the electrons before being collected. The

depressed collector can be single-stage or multi-stage. The collector electrodes are subjected to
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negative potentials to repel the electrons so that they land softly on the collector and cause less

heating. In multi-stage depressed collector, the first collector is subjected to lowest depressing

potential and the last electrode is applied highest depressing potential. The shape of electrode,

applied potential and the magnetic field is optimized in such a fashion that the lower energy

electrons are collected at lower depressing potential and vice versa. This increases the energy

recovery and lessen the collector heating which are the primary merits of depressed collector.

In case of depressed collector, less effective input power is required and hence efficiency is

increased. The magnetic field profile in the collector region is tailored to sort the electrons

based on their energy.

A three-staged depressed collector for the medium power gyrotron is designed in 3D particle

tracking solver in CST. The magnetic field obtained in EGUN is imported to CST to trace

the path of electrons as discussed in the previous section. The hot analysis of the gyrotron is

discussed in Chapter 3 where the spent beam energy spectrum from the phase spaced monitor

is obtained. The percentage of electrons for various energy levels are quantified by analyzing

the data of phase spaced monitor of CST. The spent electron beam energy spectrum is plotted

in Fig. 2.7.

Fig. 2.7: Spent electron beam energy spectrum.
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Fig. 2.8: Formation of equipotential lines inside the three stage depressed collector.

The electron beam enters the cavity with a constant 40 KeV energy. However, after interac-

tion most of the electrons losses their energy. The minimum energy of the spectrum is 10 keV

whereas the maximum energy component is 67 keV.

A truncated conical virtual cathode is placed at the end of the cavity to generate hollow

spiralling beams of specified energy and velocity ratio. The beams of various energies in the

energy spectrum are tracked in the collector region with the objective to collect the higher

energy electron at higher depressing potential and vice-versa. The shape of the electrodes and

the potential are optimized for the same. The potential of electrodes 1, 2, and 3 are finalized to

be -6 kV, -13 kV, and -22 kV, respectively. The cross sectional view of the collector electrodes

and the equipotential lines are shown in Fig.2.8.

The magnetic lenses formed by the equipotential lines guide the electron beam in the col-

lector region. The beams with different energies are emitted at the virtual cathode and the beam

path is traced till the collector end. It is observed that the electrons up to 14 keV energy are

collected at collector-1 which is at -6 kV potential. There are 51.85% electrons in the beam

having up to 14 keV energy as calculated from the phase-spaced data. The energy level of

the electrons ranging from 15 keV to 31 keV are collected at electrode-2. There are 40.42%

electrons in this energy range. The electrons beyond this energy which accounts for 7.70% of

the total electrons are collected at electrode-3. The trajectories of electron beam with various

energy level are shown in Fig.2.9.

The amount of energy recovery at the particular electrode is calculated by multiplying the
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Fig. 2.9: Five electron beams with fixed energy level, 12 keV, 15 kev, 31 keV, 40 keV and 50 keV are
shown. The figure depicts that lower energy electrons are getting collected at lower depressing potential
and vice versa.
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depressing potential with beam current collected in the electrode.

The efficiency of depressed collector is calculated in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Calculation of collector efficiency.

Parameters Value

Input power (P) 40 kW

Mm-wave power output (Pmm) 20.08 kW

Spent beam power (Psp) =(P-Pmm) 19.92 kW

Beam power recovery at electrode-1 (Pr1)= 51.85×6/100 3.11 kW

Beam power recovery at electrode-2 (Pr2) = 40.42 × 13/100 5.25 kW

Beam power recovery at electrode-3 (Pr3)=7.70 ×22/100 1.69 kW

Total beam power recovery (Pr) = (Pr1 +Pr2 +Pr3) 10.05 kW

Effective input power (Pe f f ) =(P- Pr ) 29.94 kW

Efficiency with depressed collector (ηc)= (Pmm/Pe f f ) ×100 67.06 %

2.4.2 Results and discussions

DC input power of 40 kW is applied for generating a 1 A, 40 kV electron beam. The

RF output power of 20.08% is estimated in the Particle-in-Cell analysis described in the next

chapter. The power for the spent electron beam is calculated by subtracting the RF power from

the DC input power. The RF loss in the cavity and other parts of the tube is neglected in

the calculation. It is estimated that the electrode 1, 2 and 3 collect 518.5 mA, 404.2 mA and

77.3 mA of beam current, respectively. The power recovery at each electrode is calculated by

multiplying the collector current with depressing potentials.

2.5 Summary

The beam guidance system of a 20 kW CW gyrotron operating at 28 GHz in TE02 mode is

designed. The 2D design of two triode type magnetron injection guns are optimized in EGUN.

The electron beam parameters are estimated for both the geometries and compared. The 2D

design in EGUN is validated using 3D particle tracking solver in CST. The optimum magnetic
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field profile for the whole geometry of the gyrotron is evaluated in EGUN. The positions of vari-

ous magnets for realizing the magnetic field is obtained. There are 7 magnets in the design. The

spent electron beam energies as obtained in PIC phase spaced monitor are analysed and plotted.

The data is utilized to design and calculating the efficiency enhancement by a 3 staged depressed

collector. The 3D electro-magneto static analysis is carried out in CST particle tracking studio

to finalize the design of a 3 staged depressed collector. The particle tracking simulation shows

that the spent electron beam contains a wide energy spectrum, which are sorted in the collector

and gets collected at 3 depressing potentials. The depressed collector recovers almost 10.05 kW

of input power. The energy recovery causes a substantial enhancement of efficiency of the gy-

rotron. The depressed collector also brings down the requirement for collector cooling. The net

efficiency achieved for the gyrotron is 67.06%. The higher efficiency of the CW gyrotron will

be viable for industrial application. The findings of the current study are expected to contribute

for the future development of high efficiency gyrotron for industrial applications.
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3. Interaction Structure of Gyrotron

3.1 Introduction

The spiralling electron beam and transverse electric mode of RF wave interacts in a open-

ended waveguide structure is called interaction structure or cavity of gyrotron. The cavity has

a straight section in the middle and two taper sections at both end. The input taper is also

called down taper as the diameter is decreased linearly in this section. The down taper prevents

backward propagation of RF wave as it is a cutoff section. The beam-wave energy exchange

takes place at the uniform section of the cavity. The third section of cavity is output taper or

up taper where the diameter is increased linearly and connects with either a non-linear taper

section for an axial output gyrotron [125] or an internal mode launcher for a radial output

gyrotron [19]- [21]. In order to minimize the mode conversion at the junction of two section,

parabolic smoothing [20] is done. The straight section operates just above the cut off of the

operating mode. The cyclotron frequency of the electron beam is made slightly lower than

the eigen frequency of the operating mode for net energy transfer from beam to field. As the

gyrotron operates in TE mode, the radial velocity component of electron beam contributes to

energy exchange. The electron beam is ejected from a slant surface of cathode so that the

electron has axial as well as radial velocity component. Due to the increasing magnetic field

from gun to cavity region, the cyclotron frequency increases and this leads to the increase of

radial velocity. The electron traverse on a helical path encircling the magnetic lines of force.

The hollow gyrating electron beam can transfer its energy to the electromagnetic wave provided

the electrons are bunched in phase in their cyclotron orbit. The phase bunching of the electrons

are possible as the electron cyclotron frequency is a function of electron energy. The electron

cyclotron resonance condition between the electrons and RF wave is satisfied based on

w − kzvz = swc (3.1)

where w is the angular frequency of the RF wave, kz is axial wave number, vz is the axial

velocity of the electron, s is the harmonic number and wc is the cyclotron frequency of electron.

The electron beam of gyrotron attains a velocity which is a fraction of c (velocity of light)
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due to the applied potential and therefore the beam becomes weakly relativistic. The relativistic

effect come into play in the beam-wave interaction. A frequency shifts (kz × vz) which is known

by relativistic Doppler effect occurs in the RF. However, in case of gyrotron vz < vr and thus

(3.1) becomes:

w ≈ swc (3.2)

Gyrotron is Electron Cyclotron Resonance Maser (ECRM) as it generates electromagnetic

energy by using gyrating electrons. The cyclotron frequency wc is given by (3.3)

wc =
eB0

meγ
(3.3)

B0 is the applied magnetic field, me is the mass of electron, e is the charge of electron and γ

is the relativistic factor. It may be noted that, B0 determines wc. Because of this reason the

interaction structure of gyrotron is simple waveguide structure whose dimension is not limited

by the operating frequency. The interaction volume can be made larger by operating the device

at higher order mode. Therefore, the power handling capability of gyro-devices are many fold

in comparison to the linear beam tubes which suffer from dimensional shrinkage at higher

operating frequency.

The helical beam generated by the MIG gains higher cyclotron frequency due to increasing

magnetic field from gun to cavity region. The gyrating beam interacts with the waveguide mode

(TEmn) when the cyclotron frequency and the frequency of the EM mode are approximately

equal. The dispersion of the waveguide mode is given by 3.4.

w2 = c2(kz
2 + k⊥2) (3.4)

Where, c is the velocity of light, k⊥ is the characteristic transverse wave number which is given

by 3.10.

K⊥ =
νmp

R0
(3.5)
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νmp and R0 are given by pth root of J
′

m(x), and radius of waveguide cavity, respectively. The

interaction region of gyrotron for fundamental as well as harmonic operation is shown in Fig.

3.1.

Fig. 3.1: Fundamental and harmonic interaction zone of gyrotron.

At the resonance point the beam line and waveguide mode intersect. The harmonic reso-

nance occurs at point where harmonic beam line and waveguide mode meet.

The 3 stages of beam-wave interaction [126] is depicted in Fig. 3.2.

In the first stage, the electron orbit is displaced due to the accelerating field as shown in Fig.

3.2(a). Some electrons gain energy while the other electrons which face the decelerating phase

loss energy. However, the energy of electron ring increases as the electrons gain net energy

from the EM field.

During the second stage, the relativistic effect comes into play. The effective mass of higher

energy electron increases and vice versa. Higher effective mass leads to lower cyclotron fre-

quency. This results in formation for electron bunch. If the frequency of EM wave is made

little higher than the electron cyclotron frequency or its harmonic (w > swc), the bunch can be

formed in the decelerating phase of the EM field.
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Fig. 3.2: 3 stages of beam-wave interaction in gyrotron [126]: (a) energy modulation, (b) orbital bunch-
ing, and (c) deceleration of bunch.
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Finally, during the third stage the whole bunch decelerated as the electrons transfer energy

to the EM field.

3.2 Cavity Design for Gyrotron

Gyrotron makes use of a cylindrical waveguide cavity comprises of a down-taper, resonant

section and up-taper. The beam-wave interaction take place in the resonating cavity. The di-

mension of the cavity is very critical as it determines frequency of operation. The radius of

straight section of the cavity R0 is given by 2.7, so that the cavity is operated just above cut-off

for the operating mode.

The resonating behaviour of the cavity comes from the taper section in which down-taper

fully reflects the operating mode and up-taper partially transmit the generated RF wave. A

cavity is designed for a medium power gyrotron aimed for material processing. The operating

frequency and mode are considered to be 28 GHz, and TE02 mode, respectively. Eigenmode

analysis is carried out in CST Microwave Studio [25] to inspect the various electromagnetic

modes and corresponding frequencies existing in the cavity.

Down-taper angle is optimized at 2◦. The angle is sufficient to prevent backward propaga-

tion of TE02 operating mode. The angle greater than this value will increase the risk of beam-

metal interception. The transient analysis is performed in CST Microwave Studio to calculate

the diffractive Q (Qdi f f ) of the cavity as per [127].

A discrete current port is used to excite the cavity for a frequency range 26 to 30 GHz to

calculate the Qdi f f of the cavity. A field probe is placed at the first radial maxima of TE02 mode

of the cavity for recording the electric field spectrum of excited TE02 mode. Qdi f f is given by
fc0

∆ f
, where fc0 and ∆ f are the centre frequency, and 3 dB bandwidth, respectively. The output

taper angle can control the value of Qdi f f . The Qdi f f is found to be 933 for the output taper

angle of 3◦ which is acceptable for a gyrotron. The dimensional parameters of the cavity are

given in Table 3.1.

The axi-symmetric TE02 mode is chosen for the gyrotron because the same exhibits min-

imum wall loss and considerable mode separation between the operating and neighbouring
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Table 3.1: Cavity parameters.

Parameters Value

Frequency ( f ) 28 GHz

Cavity radius 11.97 mm

Cavity length 70 mm

Down taper angle 20

Up aper angle 30

Down Taper length 48 mm

Up Taper length 75 mm

modes, such as, TE12, TE22, and TE13. It may be noted that, the cavity of gyrotron is an over

moded structure and therefore it supports various modes. In order to ensure a single mode op-

eration, proper operating condition has to be satisfied. The Start oscillating current (Isoc) [20]

helps to identify the magnetic field to excite a particular mode.

3.2.1 Start Oscillation Current

Gyrotron works as a millimetre wave source, oscillating at desirable mode and frequency.

However, the self-excitation is possible provided a number of conditions to be fulfilled. The

minimum current at which a gyrotron starts oscillating is called starts oscillation current (Isoc).

Therefore, Isoc is the threshold current above which the device needs to be operated. The knowl-

edge of Isoc for the operating as well as the neighbouring modes are essential to obtain the oper-

ating magnetic field that can eliminate the competing modes and paves the way for the desired

mode of operation.

The Isoc depends on various beam parameters, resonator geometry and magnetic field. The

beam parameters include beam voltage, beam radius, velocity ratio, etc. Individual modes

supported by an interaction structure of gyrotron has a unique Isoc. The Isoc for the desired as

well as co-existing modes should be plotted and compared to find out the suitable magnetic field

to excite the operating mode with maximum efficiency and suppressing the competing modes.

The start oscillation current is expressed analytically as the minimum current at which the rate
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of change of output power
dP
dt

> 0 , when, P→ 0.

The start oscillation current, Isoc, can be written as 3.6.

Isoc(4, µ) = 8.56 × 104
exp[

µ42

8
]

µ2(µ2 4 −4s)
(
γ0

Q
)β2(3−s)
⊥0 (

L
λ

)Cmp
−2 (3.6)

Where µ is the normalized length of the interaction region given by 3.7

µ = (
πL
λ

)(
β2
⊥0

βz0
) (3.7)

4 is the frequency mismatch detuning parameter and expressed as 3.8

4 = (
2
β2
⊥0

)(1 −
sΩ0

ωγ0
) (3.8)

C2
mp is the beam-wave coupling coefficient and given by 3.9

C2
mp =

J2
m(kmpRb)

(ν2
mp − m2)J2

m(νmp)
(3.9)

The various variables used in 3.6 to 3.9 are as follows:

s is the harmonic no, γ0 is the relativistic factor, Q is the quality factor, β⊥0= (v⊥0/c), is called

the normalized velocity in the transverse direction. L is the straight section of the cavity, λ is

the wavelength, βz0= (vz0/c) is the normalized axial velocity, Ω0 is the cyclotron frequency and

Rb is the radius of the electron beam.

The Isoc is computed for all the co-existing modes along with the operating TE02 mode for

the proposed medium power gyrotron operating at 28 GHz. The Isoc is plotted in Fig. 3.3. It is

seen that TE01, TE12, TE22, and TE13 modes are coexisted along with the TE02 operating mode.

However, TE22 mode being closely spaced with the TE02 mode, has maximum probability to

compete with the operating mode. The Isoc for each mode has a minima for a magnetic field

value. The Isoc for TE02 is minimum at 1.055 T. Therefore, the gyrotron should be operated at

nearly 1.055 T to suppress the competing modes.
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Fig. 3.3: Start Oscillation Current (Isoc) for TE02 and neighbouring modes.

3.2.2 Beam-Wave Coupling Coefficient

Coupling coefficient (C2
mp) is an important parameter which provides the optimum diameter

of electron beam for obtaining maximum output power and efficiency. The expression for C2
mp

is provided in 3.9. C2
mp is plotted for the operating TE02 mode in Fig. 3.4. The X-axis is

normalized with cavity radius. It is observed that the plot has two maxima which are based on

the two radial maximas of TE02 mode. The first maxima is greater than the second maxima

which appears at Rb/R0 = 0.2617. Launching the beam at the first radial maxima allows to have

sufficient gap between the beam and cavity wall. Therefore, electron beam radius is calculated

to be 3.13 mm based on above.

3.3 Single mode Time Dependent Approach for Gyrotron

The single mode time dependent equations [128], [129] are solved to compute the output

power and efficiency particularly for low or medium power gyrotron. In the current study, the

same approach is adopted to calculate the evaluation of output power of the medium power

gyrotron operating in TE02 mode at 28 GHz. The longitudinal and transverse views of cavity

are shown in Fig. 3.5, and Fig. 3.6, respectively. The dimensional parameters can be described
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Fig. 3.4: Coupling coefficient of TE02 mode.

Fig. 3.5: Longitudinal section of the cavity

as follows: R(z) is the radial profile of the cavity. R0 is the radius of straight section of the

cavity. φ1, φ2 and φ3, are the input, straight, and output taper angle, respectively. The beam and

larmor radius are denoted by Rb and RL, respectively.

In single mode analysis, the dependence of the relativistic factor of electron on axial co-

ordinate and the dependence of magnetic field on the axial coordinate are neglected. These

two factors are usually very week, and can be neglected particularly for low or medium power

gyrotrons [128].

The governing coupled equations (3.10) and (3.11) can be written as [128]:

d2 f
dς2 − i

d f
dτ

+ δ f = Ib
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
pcdθ, (3.10)
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Fig. 3.6: Transverse section of the cavity

d2 pc

dς2 + i(∆ + p2
c − 1)pc = i f (ς, τ) (3.11)

The various variables used to solve (3.10) and (3.11) can be defined as follows:

Input variables

• pc - Complex transverse momentum of the electron normalized to its initial absolute value.

• m, k - Azimuthal and radial mode numbers

• z- Axis vector.

• α - Velocity ratio or pitch factor. It is defined as the ratio between perpendicular (V⊥) and

axial (V‖) component of electron beam velocity (V).

• R(z) - Cavity radius vector.

• R0 - Radius of the cavity for the uniform section.

• B0 - Magnetic field.
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• f0 - Initial RF field profile vector. Initial field profile can be considered as white noise.

• f reqopt - Optimal frequency of the RF field.

• Nel - Number of electrons used in the simulation.

• n - Harmonic number. It is equal to 1 in this case.

• Uc - Beam voltage which gives rise to electron kinetic energy.

• Ib - Beam current [A].

Intermediate variables

• ω = 2π � f reqopt - Optimum angular frequency of the resonator.

• ωcut = c � νm,k/R(z) - Cutoff angular frequency of the resonator.

• β⊥ = V⊥/c - Normalized electron perpendicular velocity.

• β‖ = V‖/c - Normalized electron axial velocity.

• ωcyc =
eB0

meγ
- Electron cyclotron frequency.

• ς =
β2
⊥ · ω

2 · β⊥ · c
- Dimensionless longitudinal coordinate z.

• Rb =
νm±n, 1 · c

2π · f reqopt
- Electron beam radius

• δ(z) =
8 · (β2

‖) · (β
−4
⊥)

ωcyc
· (ωcut − ωcut(z)) - Normalized frequency mismatch.

• kzend =
2 · c · β‖ · β−2

⊥

ωcyc
·

√
ν2

m,k

R2
0

−
ν2

m,k

R2
end

- Wave factor at the end of the resonator.
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• 4 =
2
β2
⊥

·
ω − n · ωcyc

ωcyc
- Normalized cyclotron frequency mismatch.

• ηel =
(1 + γ) · α2

2 · γ · (1 + α2)
- Electron compression efficiency.

• τ =
β4
⊥ · ωcyc

8 · β2
‖

· t - dimensionless or Normalized time.

Initial conditions for solving the problem

1. At the beginning, only white noise is existing in the resonator. Therefore, as initial

condition, f0(ς) = 0.1 · e<0÷2πi> at time τ = 0 for all ς

2. Gyrotrons produce hollow spiralling beam in which electrons are gyrating with larmor

radius RL and moving along the z axis with beam radius Rb. When the beam enters into the

resonator space (ς = 0), the initial phase of electrons is random. So in the simulation, it can be

assumed that θ is equally spaced in the range < 0 ÷ 2π >

The parameters adopted in the solution are provided in Table 3.2. The coupled equation

(3.10) and (3.11) are solved in MATLAB ode45 solver. The growth of output powers and

temporal evolution of RF field energy in the interaction cavity as obtained in MATLAB are

provided in Fig. 3.7. The α value is kept constant at 1.7 and the magnetic field values (B) of

1.055 T, 1.05 T and 1.0425 T are considered.

It is observed that as the magnetic field value is decreased, longer time is taken to attain a

steady output power. However, the value of of output power is greater at lower magnetic field.

Lower magnetic field causes greater RF frequency and cyclotron frequency mismatch which

pushes the operating point towards hard saturation region. Output power of 18.4 kW with 46%

efficiency is achieved by employing the magnetic field of 1.0425 T. However, if the the magnetic

field value is reduced further, the output power is not generated due to greater frequency mis-

match. Fig. 3.7(d) shows the temporal evolution of RF field energy in the cavity. Initially, the

energy distribution was considered to be constant. The Gaussian kind of distribution is evolved
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Table 3.2: Parameters adopted in the solution.

Parameters Value

Operating mode TE02

Harmonic Number 1

Number of Electrons 64

α 1.7

Resonator Radius 11.97

Resonator Angle 2; 0; 3 deg

Resonator Length 48; 70; 75 mm

Step in axial direction 0.05 mm

Frequency 28 GHz

Cathode Voltage 40 kV

Frequency 28 GHz

Magnetic Field 1.055, 1.05, 1.0425 T

Electron Beam Radius 3.13 mm

Time Step 0.05 ns

Cathode Voltage 40 kV

Beam Current 1.0 A

over the time. The field energy is maximum in the middle of the cavity. The field energy is zero

at the input taper end as this acts as cut off section for the operating mode.

3.4 Particle-in-cell Simulation

Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are needed to determine various input parameters, such

as, beam voltage, beam current, velocity ratio, beam diameter and magnetic field for achieving

maximum output power and efficiency of a VED. In the current study the PIC simulation is

carried out in CST Particle Studio (CST PS) to study beam-wave interaction of the medium

power TE02 mode gyrotron. CST PS is a commercially available tool specialized for the fast
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and accurate 3D analysis of charged particle dynamics in electromagnetic fields. The PIC solver

includes the effect of space charges, relativistic factors and the self-magnetic field of the charge

particles propagating in the electro-static, magneto-static and RF field or combinations of all

those fields. Various output parameters are obtained, such as, output power, efficiency, spent

electron beam energy spectrum, self-consistent mode and frequency of gyrotron.

The interaction cavity is considered for simulation region for PIC. A truncated conical vir-

tual electron emitter is placed at the at the beginning of the cavity to inject electron beam with

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3.7: The growth of output powers and temporal evolution of RF field energy in the interaction
cavity: (a) growth of output power for B =1.055 T, (b)growth of output power for B =1.05 T, (c) growth
of output power for B =1.0425 T, and (d) Temporal evolution of RF field energy from white noise with
respect to axial distance of cavity.
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Fig. 3.8: Position of virtual cathode and magnifying view depicting velocity ration (α).

specified diameter, beam current and velocity ratio (α). Fig. 3.8 shows the virtual cathode which

is placed concentrically at the entrance of the cavity. The electrons eject perpendicularly from

the emitting surface of the virtual cathode. The electron velocity (υ) has both radial component

(υr), and axial component (υa). Therefore, based on the Fig. 3.8, (3.12) can be written.

α =
υr

υa
=
υ × sin(θ)
υ × cos(θ)

= tan(θ) =
∆r
∆h

(3.12)

It may be noted from (3.12) that the α can be varied simply by changing the angle θ. In the

current study, PIC simulation is carried out to evaluate and optimize various output parameters

of the 28 GHz medium power TE02 mode gyrotron. A DC emission model with 1 A beam

current is assigned for the electron beam. The electron energy is assigned to be 40 keV that

an electron will acquire after 40 kV accelerating voltage. A uniform magnetic field is applied

through analytical source field in CST PS. A time signal is recorded at the waveguide port

assigned at the output end of the cavity from which the output power can be calculated. A
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PIC position monitor is applied to observe the electron beam at a specified time interval of the

simulation duration. The evaluation of electron bunch over the time can be observed in the

position monitor. Electric field monitor is applied to see the self-consistent electric field. A

phase-space monitor is employed to record the energy of various electrons with respect to the

axial distance.

Initially, the parameters of the PIC simulation are adopted based on the single mode time

dependent approach so that the output power obtained by the two methods can be compared.

Considering magnetic field value of 1.0425 T, and α value of 1.7, the output power obtained in

the PIC simulation is 18.4 kW whereas the output power for the same set of magnetic field and

α is estimated to be 18.2 kW. Therefore, both the techniques are found to be in good agreement.

3.4.1 Effect of Magnetic Field on Output Power

Magnetic field determines the cyclotron frequency of electron. Therefore, it is a critical

parameter in a gyrotron. There should be a optimum mismatch between cyclotron frequency

and the frequency of the RF field for obtaining maximum power output. The effect of magnetic

field (B) on the output power is studied in CST PS. Initially, the values of α and B are taken

as 1.4 and, 1.055 T, respectively. The Isoc of TE02 mode becomes minimum for at B value of

1.055 T. The mode competition is found to be negligible as output power in TE02 mode saturates

within 100 ns of simulation. The same is expected from the plot of Isoc which can be seen in

Fig. 3.5, because the Isoc of nearest TE22 mode is too high to excite it at that magnetic field.

The output power is obtained to be 9.35 kW with a poor efficiency of 23.375%. Therefore,

the magnetic field is decreased in steps of 0.005 T from 1.055 T to 1.04 T for improving the

efficiency. The output power is found to be very sensitive to magnetic field. The power output

is increased as the value of magnetic field is decreased. It is observed that the output power

saturates after longer simulation time as the duration of mode competition (delay, δt) between

TE02 and TE22 is prolonged. The operating magnetic value lower than Isoc pushes the gyrotron

to operate in hard excitation region to yield more power and efficiency. The output power and

the (δ) for saturated output with respect to magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 3.9. The maximum

output power of 16.92 kW is achieved at B=1.04 T. However, the power saturates at 1200 ns of
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Fig. 3.9: Variation of output power and time delay with respect to magnetic field.

simulation time after a prolong competition with TE22 mode.

3.4.2 Effect of Velocity Ratio on Output Power

In a gyrotron, the radial component of electron velocity participates in energy exchange.

The radial velocity component can be increased by increasing α. Hence, an attempt is made

to increase the value of power output by increasing α in steps from 1.4 to 2.2. It is observed

that the greater value of α leads to higher output power and reduction in the duration of mode

competition. However, beyond the α value of 1.9, the output power falls sharply. The output

power P0 is obtained to be 20.08 kW at α value of 1.7. After which the power is increased

slightly till the α value of 1.9 and thereafter the output power falls. Therefore, the α is chosen

to be 1.7 in view of stable operation. In this case, the (δ) is obtained to be 550 ns.

Higher the value of α, more the radial velocity component of electron beam for beam-wave

energy transfer. However, after a certain value of α, the output power is decreased as electron

beam does not remain in synchronism with the phase of RF field in the cavity. Fig. 3.10 shows

the variation of P0 and δt with respect to (α).
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Fig. 3.10: Variation of output power and time delay with respect to (α).

Fig. 3.11: 3D Section view of slotted cavity.

Fig. 3.12: Top view slotted cavity, (a) 2 slots, (b) 4 slots, and (c) 8 slots
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Table 3.3: Output power and delay for 2-slot case

ds (mm) ws (mm) δt (ns) Power output P0 (kW)

0.25 0.5 540 19.7

0.25 1 335 20.06

0.25 1.5 303 19.2

0.5 0.5 500 19.01

0.5 1 336 20

0.5 1.5 310 18.62

0.75 0.5 290 19.9

0.75 1 226 19.54

0.75 1.5 218 19.2

3.4.3 Elimination of Mode Competition

Mode competition is highly undesirable as they severely hamper the smooth operation of

gyrotron. The output section of the device, such as, mode launcher, internal mode converter,

and dielectric window are designed for the operating mode only. The undesired mode may

cause multiple reflection after getting trapped in the structure. This will cause overheating and

arcing in the device. Therefore, the duration mode competition should be curtailed for smooth

operation of the device. In the medium power gyrotron under study, axially directed slots are

introduced in the inside wall of the cavity. The primary objective of the slots is to disturb the

path of the wall current of competing modes. The operating TE22 mode being axi-symmetric

mode does not contain wall current. Therefore, the operating mode does not get disturbed

by the carefully engineered slots. However, the slots add extra path for the wall current of

neighbouring TE22 mode which reduces the Q value and alters its eigen frequency of the same.

The width and depth of the slots are varied to curtail the duration of mode competition

without sacrificing output power. Fig.3.11, and Fig.3.12 show the longitudinal section and top

views of the slotted cavity, respectively. The number of equispaced slots are considered to be 2,

4, and 8 in the study. The depth ds of the slots are varied from 0.25 to 0.75 in 3 steps whereas
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Table 3.4: Output power and delay for 4-slot case

ds (mm) ws (mm) δt (ns) Power output P0 (kW)

0.25 0.5 417 19.9

0.25 1 285 19.84

0.25 1.5 250.7 20.1

0.5 0.5 310 19.99

0.5 1 250.3 19.7

0.5 1.5 249 18.7

0.75 0.5 279.9 20.04

0.75 1 231.13 18.33

0.75 1.5 163.41 16.15

Table 3.5: Output power and delay for 8-slot case

ds (mm) ws (mm) δt (ns) Power output P0 (kW)

0.2 0.25 450 20

0.2 0.5 368 19.8

0.2 0.75 298 19.4

0.4 0.25 334 20.16

0.4 0.5 273.9 19.8

0.4 0.75 195 18.62

0.6 0.25 335 20.02

0.6 0.5 266 19.2

0.6 0.75 218 18.2

0.8 0.25 290.23 20

0.8 0.5 188 17.67

0.8 0.75 162 16.2
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Fig. 3.13: Temporal growth of output power

the width ws is varied from 0.5 to 1.5 in 3 steps for both 2-slot and 4-slot cases. However, in the

case of 8-slot, ds is varied from 0.2 to 0.8 in 4 steps and ws is varied from 0.25 to 0.75 mm in 3

steps.

The output power P0 and delay δt for 2-slot, 4-slot, and 8-slot cases are provided in Table 3.3,

3.4, and 3.5, respectively. It is observed that for a fixed ds, if the ws is increased, δt decreases.

However, in view of output power, there should be a right combination of ds and ws.

In the PIC simulation, the growth of RF voltage for all the supported modes are recorded

in the output port. However, only TE22 co-rotating and counter rotating modes excite in the

beginning which is suppressed by TE02 mode after the delay time. The output power stabilized

at 20 kW within 280 ns for 4-slot case when the value of ds, and ws are 0.75 mm, and 0.5

mm, respectively. The corresponding delay for conventional cavity is 550 ns. The frequency

spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.14. The growth of RF voltage for TE02 and TE22 mode in the

gyrotron are shown in Fig.4.9.

The second peak of the Fig. 3.14 indicates TE22 mode which appears at 27.864 GHz. How-

ever, the relative magnitude of the same is 40 dB below that of TE02 mode. Therefore, the

amount of power in the competing mode is negligible.

All the electrons enter the cavity with constant energy of 40 keV. The electrons form phase-

bunch due to beam-wave interaction and splits in energies. There should be lower energy elec-
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Fig. 3.14: Frequency spectrum of output mode of the cavity.

Fig. 3.15: Formation of phase bunch electron after beam wave interaction at the cavity end.

trons as much as possible at the end of interaction region to obtain maximum power transfer

from beam to field. The interacted electron beam and magnified beam-lets showing the bunch

formation is shown in Fig. 3.15. The energy of electrons is depicted as the spectrum of light.

The blue and red colours indicate lowest and highest energies, respectively. However, one

should know the quantitative data of spent electron energies like percentage of electrons at a

particular energy levels. This will help to design the collector of the gyrotron. The spent beam

energy data along with the collector current enable to calculate the efficiency of the depressed

collector which is discussed in Section 2.4. The spent beam energy with respect to cavity axis

is obtained in CST phase space monitor which is plotted in Fig. 3.16.
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Fig. 3.16: Electron beam energies with respect to cavity axial length.

Fig. 3.17: Self consistent electric field in the cavity.

The electric field monitor in CST provides the data for the self-consistent electric field in

the interaction cavity. The electric field at both longitudinal and transverse plane is shown in

Fig.3.17, which clearly indicates TE02 mode operation of the gyrotron. So far, the output powers

are computed by considering ideal beam without velocity spread. However, velocity spread in

electron beam is inevitable in practice due to non-uniform temperature on the emitting surface,

surface roughness and non-uniform magnetic field. Hence, the effect of velocity spread ∆v on

output power is analyzed by assigning spread in kinetic energy in the electrons emitted from

the virtual cathode. As expected, the output power is decreased with the increase of velocity

spread. The output power with respect to ∆v is plotted in Fig.3.18. A beam velocity spread of
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Fig. 3.18: Power output with velocity spread

Table 3.6: Performance comparison.

Parameters Proposed design Mitsubishi GYCOM

Frequency (GHz) 28 28 24

Mode TE02 TE02 -

Beam Current (A) 1 1 0.75

Beam Voltage (kV) 40 30-21 17.5

Output Power (kW) 18-20 10 6

Efficiency without DC (%) 45-50 30-38.5 45

Efficiency with DC (%) 60-67 - 60

5%, and 10% gives rise to reduction of output power by 6%, and 13.5%, respectively.

The performance of the proposed gyrotron is compared with the medium power experimen-

tal Ka-band gyrotrons designed for industrial applications [111], [112] in Table 3.6.

All the industrial gyrotrons in Table 3.6 operate in the frequency range 24-28 GHz. The

proposed and Mitsubishi gyrotron operates in TE02 mode. However the operating mode in GY-

COM gyrotron is not reported. The output power is 6 kW which is minimum in the comparison

whereas the proposed design has maximum output power of 18-20 kW. The efficiency with

depressed collector of the proposed design is 60-67%, which is maximum in the comparison.

However, it may be noted that the output parameters for the proposed gyrotron are estimated at
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simulation condition.

3.5 Summary

Beam-wave interaction of a 20 kW Ka-band gyrotron is studied. The output power and effi-

ciency of the gyrotron is evaluated by solving single mode time dependent analytical equations.

The electronic efficiency is calculated to be 46% using this approach. 3D PIC simulation is

carried out in CST to study the beam-wave interaction of the gyrotron. In order to obtain high

efficiency, the gyrotron is operated in hard excitation region by lowering the operating magnetic

field. The higher value of velocity ratio is chosen to have more transverse energy of electrons

which contributes to energy exchange. The electronic efficiency is estimated to 50% in the PIC

simulation at a magnetic field 1.0385 T. The operation with lower magnetic field value leads

to prolong undesired mode competitions between the operating and neighbouring TE22 mode.

Therefore, axially directed slots in the cavity wall are introduced to disturb the wall current of

the competing mode mode. The depth, width and numbers of the slot are studied for optimizing

the power output. The duration of mode competition is eliminated by 50% using this technique.

The effect of velocity spread on the output power is studied. The electronic efficiency is reduced

to 45% when the transverse velocity spread is considered to be 5%. The self-consistent electric

field is plotted which shows TE22 mode operation of the gyrotron. The data for the spent elec-

tron beam energies are obtained by means of a phase space monitor. The data are analysed for

the design and optimization of a depressed collector. The efficiency of the gyrotron using de-

pressed collector is found to be 67.06% which is more than the reported experimental gyrotrons

for industrial processing.
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4. Width modulated Sine-Waveguide Slow Wave Structure (SWGSWS) for THz TWT

4.1 Introduction

There was a common perception that Vacuum Electron Devices (VED) will eventually be

replaced by solid state devices. However, VEDs still find numerous applications when it comes

to high power operation. VEDs are still unmatchable due to their inherent merits such as,

higher gain, ruggedness, higher output power, better heat dissipation and radiation resistance

in comparison to solid state devices [1]. Researchers explored higher frequency band, such as,

Ka-band, V-band, and W-band for TWT operation. However, the THz gap areas ranging from

100 GHz to 10 THz is still remain relatively unexplored. The G-band atmospheric window

around 200-250 GHz has various potential applications, such as, high-speed data communi-

cations [5]- [8], high-resolution imaging, remote sensing, radars and space observation. The

solid state devices even with Group III-V semiconductors can produce only few mWs of power

at sub-THz band, which is inadequate for practical applications [1]. At this frequency band,

the conventional helix TWT is un-realizable. Therefore, the researchers have shifted focus to-

wards various other interaction structures, such as, planner helical structures [86], [87] diamond

supported helix [88] and waveguide SWS structures.

The all-metal slow wave structures (SWSs), [22]- [24], [89] are capable of handling much

higher power in this frequency range. They can be fabricated using conventional machining

techniques. FWGTWT has a separate beam tunnel for transporting cylindrical beam. The

DCW structure exhibits moderate interaction impedance and also supports cylindrical beam.

Although, the cylindrical beam technology is very mature, a sheet or a rectangular beam is pre-

ferred at elevated frequency, due to higher current carrying capability. The SWG structure is

probably the simplest interaction structure to fabricate which does not contain additional beam

tunnel. It can support both cylindrical and sheet beams. The structure has become very pop-

ular due to lower loss and reflection [130]. The interaction impedance of SWG structure is

enhanced by incorporating ridge loading [91]. However, ridge loading inevitably adds fabrica-

tion difficulty for the structure. The single-section SWGTWT without an attenuator is reported

to produce undesirable reflections during high power operations. The reflected power can even
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exceeds the input power [89], which is highly undesirable for practical applications. Width-

modulation [131] is done on SWS to enhance the interaction impedance by confining the axial

electric filed. Sinusoidal width-modulation in SWGSWS is introduced enhancement of interac-

tion impedance.

In the current study, a novel sinusoidal width-modulated single and two-section structures

are studied and analyzed. The structure is envisaged to have various advantages, such as (a)

enhanced value of interaction impedance resulting higher gain per length characteristics, (b)

easy fabrication using conventional machining technique, such as, nano CNC or CNC wire-

EDM, (c) elimination of reflected power during hot condition, (d) increase in the surface area

because of sinusoidal undulation in the broader side of the waveguide SWS favouring faster

heat dissipation.

4.2 Cold Circuit Analysis

The interaction structure of TWT is periodic one where continuous beam-wave interaction

happens for amplification of broad band RF input power. The various cold circuit parame-

ters [132] of width-modulated G-band SWG structure are obtained and optimized in CST Mi-

crowave Studio [25]. The geometry is basically a conventional SWG structure with sinusoidal

variation of the broader side of the rectangular waveguide. A single period SWS with peri-

odic boundary condition is considered in the CST simulation, where Eigen mode solver is used

for obtaining dispersion diagram, phase velocity and interaction impedance of the structure.

The dimensional parameters of the SWS are optimized to serve the following objectives; (a)

to achieve flat dispersion curve for 200-250 GHz frequency, (b) to obtain greater values of in-

teraction impedances, which are required for an intense beam-wave interaction for making the

device compact, and (c) larger beam tunnel area for transporting the beam current with mini-

mum beam-metal interception. The unit section of the structure is shown in Fig. 4.1.

The front view shows rectangular cross section (a × b) and position of cylindrical beam of

diameter d is provided in Fig. 4.1(a). The sinusoidal variation of the SWS with sine-wave am-

plitude h is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). The sinusoidal variation of the broader side of the rectangular
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Fig. 4.1: Geometry of the single period SWGSWS, (a) Front view (b) Side view (c) Top view (d)
Isometric view.

waveguide due to width-modulation is shown in Fig. 4.1(c) and the perspective view of the unit

length is shown in Fig. 4.1(d) The key dimensions of the structure are provided in Table-4.1.

The waveguide SWSs are generally operate in first spatial harmonics region. Hence, the dis-

persion diagram of the structure is obtained by parametrically varying the phase shift through

the single period from 2π to 3π [23] and evaluating the corresponding frequencies. The disper-

sion diagram of the operating and next higher order mode along with the beam lines are plotted

in Fig. 4.2.

It is seen that the 19.7 kV beam-line remains synchronous with the operating mode for

the entire frequency range. However, the beam velocity should be higher than the axial phase

velocity to have effective amplification. The phase shift per period β is given by(4.1), in which,

φ is the phase in radian and p is length of period in meter.
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Table 4.1: Dimensional parameters of the SWS

Parameters Value (µm)

Broader dimension of waveguide (a) 900

Smaller dimension of waveguide (b) 560

Length of single period (p) 460

Amplitude of sine wave (h) 210

Width-modulation amplitude (ah) 50

Diameter of the electron beam (d) 45

Fig. 4.2: Dispersion curves with beam-lines.

β =
φ

p
(4.1)

The axial phase velocity vp is given by (4.2)

vp =
ω

β
=

2π f
β

(4.2)

The axial phase velocity of the structure in terms of velocity of light in free space (c) with

respect to frequency is evaluated in CST and plotted in Fig. 4.3.

The phase velocity increases as width-modulation amplitude (ah) increases. The increase
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Fig. 4.3: Variation of phase velocities with respect to width-modulation.

of ah value pushes the waveguide SWS towards the cut off region. The phase velocity should

remain constant over the entire frequency range for wideband operation. The ah value of 50 µm

gives rise to a flat dispersion over 200-250 GHz range.

Interaction impedance [133] kn is given by (4.3) .

kn =
1

2β2
nP

∣∣∣Ez,n(0)
∣∣∣2 (4.3)

where, Ez,n(0), βn, and P are the on-axis longitudinal electric field of the nth space harmonic,

axial phase shift constant of the nth space harmonic, and the power flow through the structure,

respectively. Ez,n(0) can be obtained by performing Fourier analysis on the total on-axis axial

electric field, which is expressed as (4.4):

Ez,n =
1
p

∫ p

0
Ez(0)e jβnzdz (4.4)

(4.4) can be broken into two parts, which is expressed as 4.5
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Fig. 4.4: Variation of interaction impedance with width-modulation.

Ez,n =
1
p

∫ p

0
(Re[Ez(0)] cos(βz)−Im[Ez(0)] sin(βz))dz+ j

1
p

∫ p

0
(Re[Ez(0)] sin(βz)+Im[Ez(0)] cos(βz))dz

(4.5)

Both the integrals are evaluated by applying template based post processing in CST.

The axial phase constant βn, and power flow P are given by (4.6), and (4.6), respectively.

βn = β +
2πn

p
(4.6)

P = W × ϑg (4.7)

Where β is the fundamental axial phase constant, W is the stored energy per unit length, and

ϑg is the group velocity RF wave through the structure.

The stronger interaction between electron beam and RF field can be realized by the greater

value of the interaction impedance. Therefore, greater value of interaction impedance leads to

more gain per unit length which is essential for making the structure compact. The interaction
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impedance is estimated by template-based post processing in CST for different value of sinu-

soidal H-plane loading amplitude. Fig. 4.4 shows the variation of kn with respect to frequency

for the different values of ah. The kn increases as ah increases for a particular frequency as

greater value of width-modulation amplitude helps better confinement of the axial electric field

in the structure. The higher frequency components exhibit lower kn as they are far from the cut

off frequency which is a common characteristic of SWS.

4.3 Design of Two-section SWGSWS

In general, the interaction structure of TWT consists of three sections, such as, input section,

sever section, and output section. The sever section attenuate the backward wave and therefore

prevents oscillation in the device. The backward wave or reflection from the input port are

detrimental for the input power driver source. The reported SWGTWTs in [24], [91] consist of

a signal section, without any sever. Single-section SWGTWT reported in [89] exhibits strong

reflection of power during high power operation. The reflected power even exceeds the in-

put power that is highly undesirable for smooth functioning of TWT. Therefore, in the current

work, an attempt is made to study a two-section SWG interaction structure, in which the first

section consists of input coupler, first SWS (pre-bunch section), intermediate coupler and atten-

uator, whereas the second section consists of second SWS and output coupler. The interaction

structure is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.5: Geometry of the two-section SWG interaction structure.

There are 65 periods in the first section of the SWS to provide weak bunching of the electron

beam. The sinusoidal variations at both plane are gradually increased from the rectangular port

to the SWS region for obtaining smooth transmission of RF power. The electrical conductivity
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of OFHC copper is taken to be
σcu

3
, where, σcu is the conductivity of OFHC copper given by

5.8 × 107 S/m. It may be noted that the machine surface exhibits lower effective conductivity

[134] given by (4.8).

σe f f = σD{1 +
2
π

arctan 〈1.4(
h
δ

)2〉}

−2

(4.8)

Where, σD is the conductivity of the un-machined or smooth surface, σe f f is the effective

conductivity of the machined surface, hs is the RMS height of the surface, and δs is the skin

depth in the case of the flat surface. The skin depth in the current study is calculated based on

highest frequency of operation 250 GHz. A Ra value of 400 nm corresponds to the normalised

effective conductivity value of 1/3. Although Ra value < 300 nm can be achieved in practice, it

is considered to be 400 nm in the study in view of a worst-case scenario.

An intermediate coupler with attenuator is introduced so that the power generated in the first

section is absorbed. The attenuator is to be made separately and placed at the specified position

as shown in Fig. 4.6. This helps to electrically isolate both the sections. The first section acts

as pre-bunch section and the second section intensifies the electron bunch and yield the output

power. An attenuator is designed in the frequency-domain solver of CST.

Lossy dielectric material BeO-SiC composite [135], [136] is chosen as an absorbing mate-

rial. The dielectric constant and loss tangent values are considered to be 6.5 and 0.5, respec-

tively. The position and geometry of the attenuator are shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6: Geometry and position of the attenuator.

The attenuator has a taper section and a straight section, which exhibits wideband frequency

response. The return loss of the attenuator is achieved such that a little reflection is experi-
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Table 4.2: Dimensional parameters of the Attenuator

Parameters Value (µm)

Width of the waveguide 900

Height of the waveguide 560

Length of the taper section 1600

Length of the Straight section 1400

Total length of the attenuator 3500

Thickness of the dielectric-tip 50

Thickness of the dielectric (tdi) 200

enced and the power get absorbed gradually by the lossy dielectric material. The dimensional

parameters are provided in Table-4.2.

The S 11 of the attenuator for various thickness value of dielectric (tdi) is shown in Fig. 4.7.

The tdi value can be chosen as 0.35 mm in view of better return loss value over the frequency

range. The minimum value of S 11 is 17 dB at 200 GHz. However, the reflection improves as

the frequency increases.
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Fig. 4.7: S-parameters of the attenuator.

The reflection coefficient (S 11) of the attenuator along with the first section considering the
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tdi value of 0.35 mm is provided in Fig. 3.11. The S 11 value is found to be close to 20 dB for

the frequency range 195- 256 GHz, except a few points.

Fig. 4.8: S-parameters of the first section of the interaction structure.

The two-section approach effectively minimise the reflection at hot condition which is illus-

trated in the Section 4.4.

4.4 Particle-in-Cell Simulation of Width Modulated TWT

The high power behaviour of the width modulated single-section as well as two-section

structure are analyzed in Particle-in-Cell (PIC) solver of CST Particle Studio. The RF Input

is supplied through the rectangular waveguide port of the input coupler in the dominant TE10

mode. A waveguide port at the input coupler is assigned to excite a sinusoidal signal of spec-

ified frequency and power. The sinusoidal undulation of the SWS, converts the TE10 mode

into hybrid mode. In this process the axial electric field components arises in the interaction

region, which is essential for energy exchange with linear beam. A virtual cathode is placed

at the input side of the TWT to generate electron beam of specified current and voltage. DC

emission model is adopted in CST PS. In the beginning, the single section structure is simu-

lated. The beam voltage is considered to be 19.7 kV, as the beam line synchronize with the RF
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axial-phase, as shown in Fig. 4.2. There is no significant output power recorded at the output

port as the net beam-field energy transfer happens to be negligible. The beam velocity should

be higher than the RF axial-phase velocity to realize net transfer of energy from beam to field.

Therefore, the beam voltage is increased gradually. The interaction impedance of the structure

decreases with the increase of frequency which is shown in Fig. 4.4. As a consequence, the

electron beam for the lower frequency side of the operating band gets bunched at relatively

shorter interaction length. In fact, further increase of interaction length causes de-bunching

leading to reduced output power. At the same time, longer interaction length is required for

higher frequency components for the formation of optimum bunching. Therefore, the length

of the interaction structure should be chosen judiciously to satisfy mutually contradictory re-

quirements. Similarly, lower frequency required lower input power in comparison to the high

frequency counterpart for achieving highest saturated gain. In the current study, beam voltage

and length of the output section are gradually increased for maximizing the amplification of the

entire frequency band. The single section structure provides 53 W output power with a gain of

30.25 dB at 210 GHz for a circuit length of 160 periods. The reflected power recorded at the

input port is 38.5 mW which is 77% of the input power.

After optimizing the single section structure, a PIC simulation of the two-section structure is

carried out. In this case, the aim of the first section is to have a weak beam-wave interaction for

producing pre-bunched electron beam. The combination of the applied input power and num-

ber of periods in the input section, determine the quality of bunching for the entire frequency

range. The higher frequencies require higher power or longer interaction length due to lower

interaction impedance value and vice-versa. The length of the input section is determined to be

60 periods after number of iterations. The RF power generated in the first section gets absorbed

in the attenuator discussed in Section 4.3. The pre-bunched electron beam enters the second

section of the TWT through the beam tunnel for the final amplification process of the RF signal.

Although, the input signal does not enter the second section, the velocity modulated beam car-

ries the information of the input signal. The beam voltage and the length of the output section

are gradually increased for optimization of gain for the entire frequency range. The optimized
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Table 4.3: PIC Parameters

Parameters Values

Beam Voltage 20.4 kV

Beam current 50 mA

Beam diameter 45 µm

Magnetic field 0.6 T

Power input 50 mW

No. of periods in the first section 60

No. of periods in the second section 120

value of the length of the output section and beam voltage are found to be 120 periods and 20.4

kV, respectively. The various parameters of the PIC simulation are given in Table 4.3.

The output power and gain of the two-section structure for various input power levels are

plotted in Fig. 4.9 at 215 GHz.
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Fig. 4.9: Gain and output power versus input power at 215 GHz.

Initially, the output powers are increased linearly with respect to input powers. However,

after a certain point, the gain reduces due to non-linearity of the TWT amplifier. However,

the output power reached a maximum value of 40.2 W for 30 mW power input. After that

the output power slightly reduced. This happens as the beam bunches continue to improve till
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30 mW of input power after which, due to de-bunching the output falls. However, in view of

higher frequencies which experience relatively lower interaction impedance, the input power

is set at 50 mW after going through a few iterations. The solid state power amplifier (SSPA)

or backward wave oscillator (BWO) can be used as a RF source. The large signal gain for

the two-section structure is estimated to be 28.9 dB. The output powers are obtained at various

frequency points in the 198-245 GHz band. The maximum power of 38.9 W is estimated at 213

GHz with an efficiency of 3.81%. The half-power bandwidth of the two-section TWT is found

to be 32.5 GHz from the frequency range of 200-232.5 GHz. A power output greater than 10 W

is achieved for the entire frequency range 198-245 GHz. The output powers of single section

and two-section structures with respect to frequency are plotted in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10: Output powers of single and two-section with frequency.

It is noted that the single structure exhibits higher output power for the entire frequency

range in comparison to the two-section structure. The gain per unit length of the single section

and two-section structure is found to be 4.11 dB/cm, and 3.49 dB/cm, respectively. The fact of

the matter is the two-section structure sacrifices some gain acquired in the first section as the
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generated power in this section get absorbed by the attenuator. However, this helps to isolate

both the sections in terms of propagation of RF wave. The reflected power of the two-section

structure is only 0.659 mW, which amounts 1.31% of the input power. Thus, the two-section

structure eliminates the reflection by
(38.5 − 0.66)

38.5
× 100 ≈ 98.29%. The two-section structure

certainly has reduced gain characteristics when compared to the single-section structure, it is

very effective to minimize the reflection of the RF power during high power operation. The

temporal growth of reflected and forward powers for the single-section as well as two-section

SWGTWT are provided in Fig. 4.11.

Fig. 4.11: Growth of forward and reflected power with time. Pf-1s and Pf-2s are forward powers of
one-section and two-section structures, respectively. Pr-1s and Pr-2s are reflected powers of one-section
and two-section structures, respectively.

The TWT acts as amplifier that does not shift the spectrum of the input signal. In the

PIC simulation, sinusoidal tone signal is employed as input. The spectrum of output signals

are evaluated by taking Fast Fourier (FFT) in CST post processor. The spectrum of input and

amplified output signals for different frequencies are provided in Fig. 4.12. As expected, the

spectrum of the output signal appears at the same frequency point that of input signal with a

finite gain revealing TWT operation.
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Fig. 4.12: Input and output spectrum for the discrete frequency points in the operating frequency band

The pencil beam enters the interaction space with constant energy 20.4 keV due to acceler-

ating anode voltage. The electrons facing accelerating phase of the RF signal get accelerated

whereas the electrons facing retarding phase get decelerated. The velocity modulation leads to

density modulation and formation of beam bunches as the beam travels through the SWS. The

net beam to field energy transfer will happens provided the beam loss its energy. A phase-space

monitor is applied in CST to monitor the electron energy with respect to axial distance. The

energy distribution of the velocity modulated electron beam over the interaction length is shown

in Fig. 4.13. The initial energy of electron beam is shown by the yellow line. Majority of elec-

trons lose their energy as the beam reached the final section of the SWS which corroborates a

net beam-field energy transfer.

The formation of beam bunches for last 60 periods of the SWS are shown in the inset of

Fig. 4.13. The energy of electrons is coded as per the spectrum of light in which the red colour

indicates highest energy and blue indicates lowest energy.

In order to study the relative performance of the proposed two-section (2S) and single-

section (SS) width-modulated SWGTWT, the various parameters of the reported G-band waveg-
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Fig. 4.13: Distribution of beam energies over the axial length. Inset: beam-bunch for last 60 periods of
the SWS.

uide based TWT are compared with width-modulated TWT structures in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Comparison of Proposed TWT with Existing Literature

Structure Type Pout Va Ib B η Pr BW G.p.U

(SWS) (W) (kV) (mA) (T) % (mW) (GHz) (dB/cm)

Proposed design (2S) 39.5 20.4 50 0.6 3.81 0.66 32.5 3.49

Proposed design (SS) 53.0 20.4 50 0.6 5.19 38.5 30.0 4.11

DCW [23] 1 13 20 0.6 1 - 30 3.27

RLSWG [91] 52.1 20.9 45 0.7 5.54 - 25 3.71

Plane SWG [89] 300 20.8 150 1.4 9.6 200 44 -

A plain SWG structure reported in [89] provides 9.6% efficiency, which is maximum in

the caparison. However, the electrical conductivity of copper in the paper is considered to be

5.8 × 107 S/m which might have led to higher efficiency. Also, the TWT employs a sheet

electron beam with relatively higher beam current of 150 mA. The requirement of magnetic

field is reported to be 1.4 T, which is very high in comparison to the other reported literature.

The SWGSWS being a single-section design, concedes 200 mW reflected power at the input

port. On the other hand, the proposed two-section structure has a negligible reflection of 0.66

mW. The single-section width-modulated structure in the current study provides greater gain
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per unit length in comparison to DCW [23] and RLSWG [91]. However, the two-section design

has slightly less gain but broader bandwidth in comparison to RLSWG [91].

4.5 Fabrication of the Scaled Version of Width-modulated Structure

The width-modulated structure has a relatively easy fabrication as the same can be made us-

ing conventional machining technique. However, the machining precision required to fabricate

the structure at G-band is not achievable in-house. In addition, the characterization equipments

like Vector Natwork Analyser (VNA) and coaxial-to-waveguide adaptors are also not available.

Therefore, scaled version of the width-modulated structure is fabricated to study the fabrication

intricacies and also to measure the cold parameters of the structure. In view of the availabil-

ity of VNA and adaptors, all the dimensions of the G-band structure provided in Table 4.1 is

scaled with a factor 14.66, so that the G-band frequency (220 GHz) is shifted to Ku-band (15

GHz). The structure is simulated in Ku-band for 20 periods with standard input and output

rectangular waveguide ports WR62. Proper transition sections are designed for minimizing the

reflection. The material of construction is considered to be copper with electrical conductivity

σcu. The simulation model is converted into fabrication model comprising of two equal halves

with width-modulated SWG profile at each half. Both the halves can be stacked at the middle

of the broader waveguide wall to form the width-modulated SWG structure. In this case, the

flow of wall current will not be hampered. The provisions are made for dowel pin arrangement

and flanges for precision alignment. Initially, CNC milling is done to make the E-plane profile

on the OFHC copper slabs whereas the final H-plane profile is done using EDM techniques.

Similar methodology can be adopted to fabricate the structure at G-band. However, miniature

tooling and greater machining precision are required at higher frequency. The fabricated parts

are cleaned in ultrasonic cleaner using acetone. The oxides and the black spot from EDM are

removed by dipping the parts into a solution of hydrogen peroxide, formic acid and distilled

water. The cleaned parts are shown in Fig. 4.14.
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Fig. 4.14: Scaled version of the proposed SWS at Ku-band. (a) Two equal halves with dowel pin
arrangement for alignment. (b) Magnifying view showing sinusoidal corrugation at both E and H-planes.

4.5.1 Measurement of S-parameters

The transmission property of the structure is measures after assembling the parts and attach-

ing WR62 co-axial to waveguide adaptors at both ends. A Keysight PNA-L VNA is used for

the measurement. Full two port calibration from 12 to 18 GHz covering the entire Ku-band is

done till the waveguide ends of the adaptors. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.15.

The SWGSWS exhibits a transmission window covering the frequency range 14.5-17.5

GHz, where the S11 and S21 are found to be better than -17 dB and -0.5 dB, respectively.

However, one cannot expect exactly same reflection and transmission results in G-band as

the results at elevated frequency would be more sensitive towards mechanical tolerance and

surface finish. In Fig. 4.16, the simulated and measured results are displayed. A very good

agreement is found between the two results. The minor deviations arise due to the fabrication

inaccuracy and finite surface finish.

4.5.2 Experimental Measurement of Dispersion Characteristic

The phase angle information of the transmission (S21) signal is processed to obtain the dis-

persion characteristics of the device [137] by using the following steps:

(a) The phase angle information of S21 signal of the SWG structure along with the coaxial

to waveguide adapters is obtained. The phase plot is shown in Fig. 4.17. The phase plot looks

like a saw tooth waveform as the phase jumps 360 degree as the frequency increases.
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Fig. 4.15: Experimental setup for measuring S-parameters using VNA.

(b) The phase angle information of S21 signal of the waveguide adapters connected back-

to-back is obtained which is shown in Fig. 4.18.

(c) The continuous phase function with respect to frequency of measured phase signal is

obtained [137] for both the above cases.

(d) The continuous phase plot for the device is obtained by subtracting the phase of the

adapters from the phase of DUT-adapters composite. Similar plot is obtained for the same

model in CST simulation. The continuous phase for the measured and simulated condition is

compared in Fig. 4.19.

(e) The axial wave number versus frequency for the measured and simulated width-modulated

SWS is compared in Fig. 4.20.

It is seen that both the plots are in good agreement.
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Fig. 4.16: Comparison of simulated and experimental S-parameters.

Fig. 4.17: Phase angle of S21 signal of the SWG structure along with the coaxial to waveguide adapters.
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Fig. 4.18: Phase angle of S21 signal of the coaxial to waveguide adapters when connected back-to-back.

Fig. 4.19: The continuous phase for the DUT with respect to frequency in measured and simulated
condition.

4.6 Summary

A G-band width-modulated SWG structure is analyzed for wideband TWT operation. The

various cold circuit parameters, such as, dispersion, phase velocity and interaction impedance

are evaluated and optimized. Parametric simulations are carried out for varying width-modulation
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Fig. 4.20: The axial wave number versus frequency for the DUT in measured and simulated condition.

amplitude to achieve a flat dispersion and higher interaction impedance. The width-modulation

amplitude of 50 µm is chosen based on above. Transition sections at both ends of the SWS is

designed in CST frequency domain solver where the sinusoidal profile is gradually increased

for reducing reflection. The simulated structure provides a wideband transmission window.

High power behaviour of the device is studied by using Particle-in-Cell simulation in CST.

The width-modulated single-section as well as two-section TWT structure are studied. The

single-section design provides greater gain and efficiency in comparison to two-section design.

However, the single-section design concedes substantial reflection of power at the input port

during high power operation. The two-section structure is realized by introducing an interme-

diate coupling section with attenuator to isolate the input and output sections of the proposed

TWT. The two-section design is proved to be useful to minimize back propagation of power

during beam on condition. The structure reduces the reflected power level by 98.29% in com-

parison to single-section structure. The two-section design shows a wideband operation with

significant output power of 10 W for 200-246 GHz frequency range. The maximum output

power for the single-section and two-section structures are found to be 53.0 W, and 38.5 W,

respectively. The corresponding gains are 30.25 dB, and 28.56 dB, respectively at 213 GHz.

The half-power bandwidth of the two-section structure is estimated to be 32.5 GHz covering
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200-232.5 GHz. The scaled version of the structure is fabricated at Ku-band. The S-parameters

of the SWS are measured using VNA. The dispersion curve of the experimental structure is

obtained by employing the angle information of the measured S21 data. A very good agreement

is found between the simulated and experimental S-parameters as well as dispersion results.

Simple fabrication, wideband operation and negligible reflection make width-modulated SWG

structure a promising TWT candidate in G-band.
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5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4, a width-modulated SWG structure is studied to obtain a reasonably high output

power over a wideband frequency in G-band. The width-modulated structure exhibits higher

gain per length than the other reported SWS in the similar band. A cylindrical beam is em-

ployed for the TWT. The frequency beyond G-band makes the dimension of the SWS more

tiny. Therefore, the fabrication of width-modulated structure for those frequency band becomes

more challenging. The truncated SWG structure exhibits lower attenuation [130] in compar-

ison to plain SWG. The truncated or flat roof SWS structure is also easy for fabrication. In

this chapter, a wideband truncated SWG structure is analyzed to operate in the frequency range

580-730 GHz. The value of truncation is optimized to satisfy the following needs, (a) to obtain

a suitable space for transmission of electron beam which is vital in THz band, (b) to achieve

high value of interaction impedance for realizing sufficient gain per period, and (c) to yield a

flatter dispersion required for broadband operation.

In THz band, the VEDs require higher beam current to overcome the high attenuation re-

sulting from surface resistance. However, there are limitation in emission current density of the

practical emitters [139], [140]. Therefore, the structure is analyzed by using cylindrical beam as

well as four numbers of sheet beams with different aspect ratios. The interaction impedance for

the beam-tunnel cross section area is obtained for 5 µm × 5 µm grid points to understand beam-

wave interaction potential at various points of the cross section area, which helps to determine

an appropriate shape of the electron beam.

5.2 Cold Test Analysis

The SWS of a TWT is a low Q periodic structure which provides continuous beam-wave

interaction to obtain amplification over wide range of frequencies. Therefore, analysing a single

period of SWS with periodic boundary condition is sufficient to obtain various cold test param-

eters of the SWS. The cold test parameters of the truncated SWG SWS is obtained in the eigen

mode solver of CST. The various views of the single period of truncated SWGSWS are shown

in Fig. 5.1.
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The unit section of the structure is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 5.1: Geometry of the single period SWGSWS, (a) Front view (b) Side view and (c) Isometric view.

The front view of the single period is provided in Fig. 5.1(a) which shows a rectangular

cross section (a × d) and the position of cylindrical beam of diameter 2 × r. The sinusoidal

variation of the SWS with sine-wave amplitude h is shown in Fig. 5.1(b), and the perspective

view of the unit length is shown in Fig. 5.1(c). It can be noted that, the width of the rectangular

cross section d, shown in Fig. 5.1(a) is greater than the smaller dimension of the rectangular

waveguide b due to flat top structure and related by the equation 5.1

d =
b + t

2
+ h (5.1)

The dimensional parameters of the flat roof SWG structure are provided in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Dimensional parameters of the SWS

Parameters Value (µm)

Broader dimension of waveguide (a) 260

Smaller dimension of waveguide (b) 168

Length of single period (p) 149

Amplitude of sine-wave profile (h) 73

Thickness of beam-tunnel (t) 36

Diameter/thickness of the electron beam (2 × r) 20

The interaction structure of the TWT is shown in Fig. 5.2. There are input and output

couplers section which provide gradual sinusoidal undulation for minimizing reflection of RF

power.

Fig. 5.2: Interaction structure of flat top SWGTWT, (a) Input coupler (b) SWS (c) Output coupler.

The sub-THz TWT works in the region of first spatial harmonic, which implies that the

phase shift per period changes from 2π to 3π [106], to keep the beam voltage at a moderate

value. Dispersion diagram of the structure for the operating mode along with the beam lines are

plotted in Fig. 5.3.

The 18.3 kV beam line remains synchronous with the operating mode for 580-750 GHz

frequency. However, in order to have effective amplification, the beam velocity should be higher

than the axial phase velocity. Therefore, the optimum beam voltage is determined to be 18.6

kV through PIC simulation, discussed in Section 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3: Dispersion diagram of the SWGSWS along with beam lines.

Interaction impedance kn is a vital cold test parameter which quantify the capability of beam-

wave interaction of a SWS. The value of kn should be sufficiently high to ensure fruitful inter-

action between electron beam and RF field. The interaction impedance of the of the truncated

SWG structure is evaluated by using template based post processing technique in CST which

is discussed in 4.2. The on-axis interaction impedance of the structure at 650 GHz is plotted in

Fig. 5.4 for various values of t.

Fig. 5.4: Interaction impedance for various values of truncation of SWGSWS.

It is seen that as the value of t decreases the interaction impedance increases. The narrowing
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of beam tunnel area causes stronger axial field and hence greater value of interaction impedance

and vice versa. However, there should a sufficient beam tunnel area for transportation of elec-

tron beam without beam-wall interception. The axial phase velocity of the structure with respect

to frequency is plotted in Fig. 5.5 for various values of t.

Fig. 5.5: Phase velocities for various values of truncation of SWGSWS.

As the value of t decreases the phase velocity is also decreases and vice versa. The reason is

that the thinner beam tunnel leads to longer path for RF wave to travel which reduces the axial

phase velocity. In view of having suitable space for beam transportation, sufficient interaction

impedance and a flat dispersion, the value of t is chosen to be 36 µm. The higher value of

attenuation demands higher beam current in THz frequencies for realizing desired gain. How-

ever, the meagre space available for beam transportation results an impractical value of current

density [139], [140]. The application of rectangular or sheet beam is one of the most practical

solutions to address the issue [141], [142]. The interaction impedance is not uniform over the

beam tunnel area. Therefore, it is important to know the variation of interaction impedance over

the beam tunnel cross section area for choosing a suitable shape of electron beam. Therefore,

the interaction impedance at various points of the available beam tunnel area is obtained. A

cylindrical beam and sheet beams of four different aspect ratios are initially considered for the

TWT. The single period SWS, beam tunnel area, positions of cylindrical beam, position of sheet

beams- 1,2,3 and 4 are depicted as zone-1,2,4,5,6,7 and 8, respectively and shown in Fig. 5.6
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(a). The interaction impedance for 600 GHz, 650 GHz and 700 GHz at 5µm × 5µm grid points

Fig. 5.6: Interaction impedance at various points in the beam tunnel area (a) Single period SWS showing
beam-tunnel area and the positions of electron beams, (b) Interaction impedance of the beam-tunnel area
at 600 GHz, (c) at 650 GHz, (d) at 700 GHz.

of the beam-tunnel area (zone 3) are obtained and plotted in Fig. 5.6 (b), Fig. 5.6 (c), and

Fig. 5.6 (d), respectively. The interaction impedance is maximum at 600 GHz and minimum

at 700 GHz. It is also seen that the interaction impedance is maximum at the central position

and reduced gradually towards side walls. The beam-wave interaction with various beams are
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discussed in Section 5.3.

5.3 PIC Simulation

Hot analysis of the truncated SWG structure is performed using Particle-in-Cell (PIC) solver

of CST Particle Studio [25] to estimate various output parameters, such as, output power, band-

width and gain. At elevated frequencies, the effective electrical conductivity of OFHC copper is

less due to non-ideal machine surface and skin effect [134], the electrical conductivity of OFHC

copper is considered to be 1 × 107 S/m, whereas the conductivity of OFHC copper σcu is given

by 5.7 × 107 S/m. The PIC simulation is carried out by considering the SWS to be of uniform

period p equals to 149 µm. It is very important to determine the number of periods of the SWS

to obtain amplification for the entire frequency band of operation. The interaction impedance

is gradually decreased from lower to higher frequencies of the frequency band. Therefore, the

lower frequency region requires shorter interaction length than the higher frequency region.

Hence, four SWS lengths are considered as 126, 133, 136, and 140 periods for each case of PIC

simulation. The input parameters for the PIC simulation are provided in Table 5.2

Table 5.2: Input parameters considered in PIC

Parameters Value

Beam voltage 18.6 kV

Beam current 20 mA

Magnetic field 0.6 Tesla

Input power 20 mW

The input power of 20 mW is considered in simulation which can be provided from a Back-

ward Wave Oscillator (BWO). The output powers estimated for a cylindrical beam is plotted in

Fig. 5.7.

In Fig. 5.7, it is seen that the output power at higher frequencies are more for higher number

of periods. Higher frequency component requires longer interaction length due to lower inter-

action impedance. The maximum output power is found to be 4.5 W with cylindrical beam at
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Fig. 5.7: Output power with respect to frequency using cylindrical beam.

Fig. 5.8: Output power with respect to frequency using sheet beam 1.

620 GHz for SWS length of 126 periods. On the other hand, maximum output power of 4.5 W

is obtained at 630 GHz for SWS length of 136 periods.
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Fig. 5.9: Output power with respect to frequency using sheet beam 2.

Fig. 5.10: Output power with respect to frequency using sheet beam 3.

At THz frequency, sheet electron beam is preferred over cylindrical beam as the cross-

section area of the sheet beam can be made higher by increasing the width of the beam. This

satisfies the need of high current density at THz band. Therefore, four different sheet beams

namely SB1, SB2, SB3, and SB4 are considered having widths of 50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm, and
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Fig. 5.11: Output power with respect to frequency using sheet beam 4.

Fig. 5.12: Output power and gain with respect to input power.

200 µm, respectively. However, the thickness of each beam is considered to be 20 µm. The

output powers obtained through PIC simulation for the rectangular beams are plotted in Fig.
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Fig. 5.13: (a) Formation of beam bunch (b) Splitting of energy of the spent electron beam (c) RF field at
the final section of the SWG structure.

5.8, Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11, respectively. For all the cases, the output power gradually

falls beyond 640 GHz. However, the high frequency components exhibit comparatively greater

power output for longer SWS. In Fig. 5.10, and Fig. 5.11, it is seen that the output power is

reduced for 630-670 GHz range which is due to the large mismatch of electron beam velocity

with RF axial phase velocity. It can be noted in Fig. 5.5, the axial phase velocity is not flat with

respective to frequency. The value of phase velocity of the SWS is decreased in the frequency

range of 630-670 GHz. However, the effect of lowering of output power is evident in SB3, and

SB4 due wide beam widths. The beam experienced wide variety of interaction impedance as

observed in Fig. 5.6 unlike the case of SB1, and SB2, where the width of beam cross-section is

less. The maximum output power and bandwidth obtained for SB2 using 126 periods is 5.1 W
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Fig. 5.14: Growth of RF signal

Fig. 5.15: Power spectral density of the output signal

and 105 GHz, respectively.

The formation of beam bunch due to density modulation, the phase space diagram showing

the splitting of energy, and the growth of RF field for the final section of the structure are shown

in Fig. 5.13. More numbers of electron losses their energy than the electrons which gain, that

causes net energy transfer and growth of RF field of the device. The growth of time signal at

the output port of the SWS is shown in Fig. 5.14. After the transit time of the electron beam the
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output signal starts growing. The power spectrum density (PSD) of the output signal is plotted

in Fig. 5.15. The spectrum shows a single frequency operation for the input tone signal.

5.4 Summary

A truncated SWG structure is studied to produce wideband TWT operation in the frequency

around 600 GHz. The various cold circuit parameters, such as, dispersion diagram, phase veloc-

ity and interaction impedance are evaluated and optimized through the parametric simulations.

A flat dispersion, coupled with greater value of interaction impedance is achieved. The PIC

simulation is carried out to demonstrate high power operation of the device. Cylindrical beam

as well as sheet beam of various widths are considered in PIC simulation. The maximum output

power is achieved to be 5.1 W at 620 GHz using SB2 with 126 period SWS. The 3-dB band-

width is estimated to be nearly 16.9% amounting 105 GHz. A significant output power of 2 W is

achieved for 605-730 GHz frequency band using the same SWS. Wideband operation, reason-

ably higher power, gain and efficiency make truncated SWGTWT a promising TWT candidate

in THz frequencies.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Thesis Conclusions

In this thesis, three different interaction structures are studied and optimized to obtain per-

formance enhancement over the reported analogous interaction structure operating in similar

frequency band. The interaction structures include a gyrotron cavity operating in Ka-band and

two different sine waveguide based slow wave structures for travelling wave tubes operating in

THz band.

The beam generation and guidance system of a 20 kW CW gyrotron is designed for oper-

ating at 28 GHz in TE02 mode. Two triode type magnetron injection guns (MIG) are designed

in EGUN. The performance of the MIGs are validated in the 3D simulation using CST particle

tracking solver. The critical electron beam parameters are obtained.

The magnetic focusing system of of the gyrotron is designed in EGUN. There are 7 mag-

nets in the design which are placed at gun, cavity and collector region. A three-staged depressed

collector is designed by means of 3D electro-magneto static analysis in CST particle tracking

studio for enhancement of efficiency of the gyrotron. In CST particle tracking simulation it is

demonstrated that the highest energy electrons are collected at highest depressing potential and

vice versa. The depressed collector contributes to enhance the overall efficiency from 50 % to

67%. It is expected that the higher efficiency of the CW gyrotron if demonstrated experimen-

tally, will be attractive for industrial applications.

The interaction cavity of the Ka-band gyrotron is studied by using single mode time depen-

dent analytical equations as well as PIC simulations. The start oscillation current and coupling

coefficient are calculated for determining the operating magnetic field, and beam diameter, re-

spectively. The output power of the gyrotron is calculated by employing single mode time

dependent approach. The beam-wave interaction of the gyrotron is also studied by using 3D

particle-in-cell solver in CST. The gyrotron is operated at below per magnetic field to push the

operating point towards the hard excitation region. The higher value of velocity ratio is consid-

ered to have more transverse energy of electrons. The combined effect of lower magnetic field

and higher velocity ratio prove to be useful to realize high electronic efficiency. However, the
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operation with lower magnetic field value leads to prolong undesired mode competitions be-

tween the operating and neighbouring mode. Hence, axially directed slots in the cavity wall are

introduced to disturb the wall current of the competing mode. The depth, width and numbers

of the slot are optimized through parametric simulations. The duration of mode competition is

eliminated by 50% without sacrificing the output power by using properly engineered slots. The

output power of the gyrotron is estimated to be 20 kW at 27.885 GHz. The effect of velocity

spread on the output power is studied.

A width-modulated two-section sine waveguide structure is studied to obtain wideband

TWT operation in G-band. The various cold circuit parameters, such as, dispersion diagram,

phase velocity and interaction impedance are evaluated in CST. A flat dispersion is achieved

by keeping the value of interaction impedance reasonably high. The transition sections of the

slow wave structure is designed to realize smooth transmission of RF power through the SWS.

The high power operation of the device is studied through PIC simulation. The single section

width modulated SWG structure exhibits higher gain per unit length. However, the two-section

design proves to be effective in eliminating the reflected power during hot condition. The max-

imum output power and saturated gain are estimated to be 39 W and 28.9 dB, respectively at

215 GHz whereas, the half-power bandwidth is estimated to be 32.5 GHz. The scaled version

of the width-modulated SWS is fabricated and characterised at Ku-band. The S-parameters and

dispersion of the structure are measured and compared with simulated results.

A truncated SWG structure is studied for producing wideband TWT operation in the fre-

quency range 580-730 GHz. The cold test parameters, such as, dispersion diagram, phase veloc-

ity and interaction impedance are evaluated and optimized in CST. The interaction impedance

at different points in the beam tunnel area is obtained and plotted to study the beam-wave inter-

action potential of the structure for electron beams of various shape. The high power behaviour

of the structure is studied in presence of cylindrical as well as sheet beams of various aspect

ratios. The simple truncated SWG structure delivers more than 2 W power for 100 GHz fre-

quency ranging from 600-700 GHz. The truncated SWG structure is found to be a promising

TWT candidate in THz band due to simple fabrication, wideband operation and reasonably high
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output power.

6.2 Future work

This thesis focusses on the study and design of advanced interaction structures for mm wave

and THz vacuum electron devices. However, there are ample scope of extending the current

work. The possible areas in which future works can be taken up are summarised below:

(i) Efficiency enhancement of a Ka-band medium power gyrotron is discussed in the thesis.

The mode competition between the operating and neighbouring mode is eliminated using

slotted cavity. The output power is estimated by using single mode analytical equations

as well as by means of PIC simulation. The MIG and depressed collector of the gyrotron

are designed using particle tracking simulation in CST. Therefore, future work can be

taken up for experimental demonstration of gyrotron operation.

(ii) The width-modulated SWS structure is studied and analyzed in G-band for TWT opera-

tion using simulation. The scaled version of the width-modulated structure is fabricated

and experimentally characterized in Ku-band. The fabrication and experimental charac-

terization work of the actual structure in G-band can be taken up in future studies.

(iii) A truncated SWG structure is studied and designed to obtain TWT operation in 590-730

GHz frequencies. Both cold test and hot test parameters of the structure are estimated in

simulation. As an extension of the current work, the other subsystem of the TWT, such as,

electron gun, cavity, magnetic focussing system, and dielectric window can be designed

and analyzed.
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